
Television Academy

2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series

      

For a single episode of a comedy series. Emmy(s) to writer(s) of teleplay and story if original concept was 

designed for television. NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you 

have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all votes in this 

category.)

001 About A Boy

About A Rib Chute

May 20, 2014

Will is completely heartbroken when Sam receives a job opportunity she can’t refuse in New York, 

prompting Fiona and Marcus to try their best to comfort him.  With her absence weighing on his mind, Will 

turns to Andy for his sage advice in figuring out how to best move forward.

002 Alpha House

Ruby Shoals

December 20, 2013

While on the campaign trail through North Carolina, Gil John blows off a meeting with the governor to visit 

Ruby Shoals where he becomes re-inspired about his campaign. Robert's pro-fracking visit to a 

constituent's home in Pennsylvania does not go as planned.

003 Alpha House

Showgirls

January 3, 2014

Louis decides to help showgirls organize, but the Watt brothers stand in his way. A video of Gil John hitting a 

soldier with a chair in Afghanistan goes viral so Maddie looks for a way to humanize him and Andy's Vanity 

Fair cover shoot takes an unexpected direction.

004 Alpha House

The Rebuttal

December 27, 2013

Robert proves to the ethics committee that he would never take a mohair suit while Andy prepares to deliver 

a State of the Union rebuttal. Louis is put in the spotlight on his first day back when James mistakenly tweets 

a photo intended for Lola from the wrong account.

005 Anger Management

Charlie And His Probation Officer's Daughter

March 20, 2014

After a hot one-time fling with a hot secretary, Charlie finds himself in trouble when he realizes this girl is 

related to his supervisor.
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006 Anger Management

Charlie And The Pajama Intervention

January 23, 2014

Charlie seeks his prison group's help when his partying ways result in him getting arrested.

007 The Big Bang Theory

The Proton Displacement

November 7, 2013

Sheldon feels slighted when Professor Proton seeks advice from Leonard instead of him; Raj gets jealous 

when Howard crashes ‘girls’ night.’

008 The Big Bang Theory

The Romance Resonance

October 24, 2013

Sheldon’s major scientific breakthrough makes him feel like a fraud; Howard’s romantic gesture to 

Bernadette causes Penny to step up her game with Leonard.

009 Broad City

The Last Supper

March 26, 2014

Abbi and Ilana go to a fancy restaurant for Abbi's birthday, but the evening quickly sours after Abbi pees out 

a condom and Ilana reveals that she has a shellfish allergy.

010 Broad City

Working Girls

February 5, 2014

Abbi goes to the ends of the Earth to get a package for her hot neighbor, and Ilana juggles two jobs -- 

terribly.

011 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Pilot

September 17, 2013

Detective Jake Peralta is a talented, but carefree police detective at Brooklyn’s 99th precinct who, along with 

his eclectic group of colleagues, are used to lax leadership. However, when tightly-wound Captain Ray Holt 

takes over, he is determined to make this dysfunctional group into the best precinct in Brooklyn.
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012 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Tactical Village

March 4, 2014

The precinct heads to Tactical Village Day, a mandatory training course and regional precinct competition. 

Amy runs into Teddy, a fellow officer she used to date. Meanwhile, Holt becomes addicted to a game on his 

phone and Rosa is pissed at Charles for not inviting her to his wedding.

013 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

The Bet

January 14, 2014

Jake and Amy’s ongoing bet about who can make more arrests comes to a close. Meanwhile, Charles 

receives the Medal of Valor for getting shot in the line of duty, but the pain medication he is taking causes him 

to reveal his true opinions about his colleagues.

014 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

The Party

February 4, 2014

The officers in the precinct head over to Holt's house to celebrate his birthday, but they wind up making a 

poor impression on his husband.

015 Californication

Like Father Like Son

April 27, 2014

Hank (David Duchovny) sits in on a casting session while Levon (Oliver Cooper) tries to bond with Rath’s 

assistant, Melanie (Tara Holt). Charlie (Evan Handler) hopes he’ll be able to fix things with Marcy, but it looks 

like Karen (Natascha McElhone) is ready to throw in the towel with Hank.

016 Childrens Hospital

Coming And Going

October 25, 2013

The doctors’ trip to Japan comes to a shocking climax involving birth, death, sex, war and opera.

017 China, IL

The Perfect Lecture

September 22, 2013

Frank discovers the secret formula for the perfect lecture.
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018 Community

Bondage And Beta Male Sexuality

February 27, 2014

Jeff helps Duncan score a date with Britta, and Abed has a Hickey encounter on his way to the movie 

theater.

019 Community

Cooperative Polygraphy

January 16, 2014

After Pierce's funeral, the group submits to a lie detector test to determine if any of them are responsible for 

his death.

020 Community

Repilot

January 2, 2014

After failing as a lawyer, Jeff returns to Greendale under false pretenses, accidentally triggering a reunion of 

the old study group, who have also lost their way.

021 Deadbeat

The Hot God Contest

April 9, 2014

Kevin (Tyler Labine) has no money and no clue, but he can see dead people who want him to complete their 

unfinished business. When the ghost of a competitive-eater starts unplugging hospital feeding tubes, Kevin 

must convince the recipient of the ghost’s stomach to enter one last hot-dog eating contest.

022 Derek

Episode 6

May 30, 2014

Derek meets the perfect match through his online dating profile; a loss at the nursing home teaches Derek 

that it’s never too late to make amends.

023 Devious Maids

Pilot

June 23, 2013

The women turn to one another for support when their fellow maid Flora is brutally murdered.  Newcomer 

Marisol is hired to clean the home of  a newlywed couple with a complicated love history.   Someone Marisol 

loves becomes wrapped up in Flora’s murder, she goes undercover to learn the truth.
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024 Doll & Em

Episode 3

March 26, 2014

Em is flummoxed by her inability to summon tears during an emotional funeral scene, while Doll, cast as an 

extra, makes grieving look easy.  Between takes, Doll befriends John Cusack and twists her foot on a coffee 

run.

025 Drop Dead Diva

Jane's Secret Revealed

November 3, 2013

Jane offers to represent an Amish farmer in a life or death legal case against a big oil company.  Grayson 

helps a dominatrix to collect a debt from a client.  Grayson and Jane finally reveal their feelings for each 

other; they’re interrupted by a visitor who threatens to reveal everything.

026 Eastbound & Down

Chapter 26

October 27, 2013

April gets Kenny to agree to undergo couples therapy. Kenny and Stevie map out a new business venture 

designed to capitalize on Kenny’s soaring stock.

027 Eastbound & Down

Chapter 28

November 10, 2013

Kenny finds his personal travails taking a toll at work. Stevie keeps up appearances in the face of adversity. 

Dustin and Cassie help Kenny learn a valuable Christmas lesson.

028 Episodes

Episode 305

February 9, 2014

The future of “Pucks!” hangs in the balance as the network hosts its annual party for the press.  Sean and 

Beverly’s romantic future is equally tenuous and a visit to a sex therapist only makes things worse. Merc 

steals ex-wife Jamie’s artwork and Matt comes to her rescue.

029 The Exes

When Haskell Met Sammy

February 12, 2014

To date a handsome airline pilot Holly sets Haskell up with his brother but doesn't tell Haskell the brother is 

gay.
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030 Family Guy

Brian's A Bad Father

January 26, 2014

Brian's estranged teenage half-dog son Dylan visits Quahog.  Brian, never the stellar father, couldn't care 

less until he finds out Dylan is now starring in a teen soap, prompting Brian to become father of the year.

031 Family Guy

Mom's The Word

March 9, 2014

Peter strikes up a friendship with his late mother's friend and gets more from her than he bargains for.

032 Family Guy

Quagmire's Quagmire

November 3, 2013

Quagmire falls in love with a woman just as kinky as he is, but she turns out to be his worst nightmare.

033 Family Tree

Cowboys

July 7, 2013

Tom learns of a silent-film family scandal; Monk goes missing at the beach; Ally pulls on Tom’s heartstrings.

034 Friends With Better Lives

Pilot

March 31, 2014

Andi tries to spice up the marriage. Jules isn't sure if Lowell proposed. Will sets Kate up with a short guy and, 

to spite Will, she tries not to let the guy's stature bother her.

035 Friends With Better Lives

The Bicycle Thieves

May 5, 2014

A drunken night out involving stolen police bicycles turns into a bonding experience for Lowell, Bobby and 

Will. Kate tries to prove Jules gets special treatment because she’s hot.  And Andi is insecure when she 

discovers her gynecologist husband sees Playboy Playmate patients.
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036 Getting On

Nightshift

December 22, 2013

DiDi’s serene evening shift is turned upside-down by several unwelcome visitors. Dr. James stops in to treat 

her drunken husband’s ingrown toenail while dreaming of a new job; Dawn looks for stopgap comforts after 

an unsettling evening with Patsy; and an elderly Swedish tourist shows off her gymnastic chops.

037 Girls

Beach House

February 16, 2014

Looking to heal the wounds of their faltering friendships, Marnie invites Hannah, Jessa, and Shoshanna to 

join her at her mom’s friend’s Long Island beach house for a weekend of fun and reconciliation. Her plans 

are thwarted when Hannah invites Elijah and three of his friends to tag along.

038 Girls

Flo

March 2, 2014

While visiting her ailing grandmother Flo in the hospital, Hannah spends some time with the women of her 

extended family. While Flo’s condition fluctuates, the family confronts old grudges and new challenges.

039 Girls

Free Snacks

February 9, 2014

Hannah’s new job writing advertorials for GQ leaves her less stimulated than she may have hoped, though 

she finds herself seduced by some of the perks provided by her new corporate lifestyle. Marnie and Ray 

spend an afternoon having sex and arguing. Shoshanna seeks a new relationship.

040 Girls

Incidentals

February 23, 2014

Hannah throws a party in celebration of Adam being cast in the Broadway revival of “Major Barbara.” Marnie, 

freshly dumped by Ray, finds herself drawn to Adam’s new castmate Desi. Jessa’s sobriety is jeopardized 

by Jasper’s sudden arrival in New York.
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041 Girls

Only Child

February 2, 2014

After a successful meeting with a new publishing house, Hannah learns that she no longer controls the rights 

to her book. Marnie reaches her bottom and seeks comfort from Ray. Despite brokering some peace 

between Adam and Caroline, Hannah reaches her boiling point and kicks Caroline to the curb.

042 Glee

Old Dog New Tricks

May 6, 2014

Rachel attempts to salvage her reputation among Broadway gossipers by hiring Santana as her publicist 

and creating a charity for rescue animals. Meanwhile, Kurt nabs the lead role in a retirement home production 

of “Peter Pan”.

043 Glee

The Quarterback

October 10, 2013

The New Directions remember Finn.

044 The Goldbergs

Goldbergs Never Say Die

March 4, 2014

Adam is obsessed with the movie “The Goonies” and when Beverly’s mother’s jewelry goes missing, he 

bands together Erica, Barry and his friends Emmy Mirksy, Dana Caldwell and Chad Kremp to look for the 

missing treasure, just like the film.

045 Growing Up Fisher

Pilot

February 23, 2014

Mel’s an incredible father and successful lawyer…who happens to be blind. As long as he can remember, 

Henry has always been his dad’s eyes and wingman, so when his parents decide to separate, he’s less 

than thrilled that his job has been outsourced to Mel’s new guide dog, Elvis.
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046 Growing Up Fisher

Trust Fall

March 18, 2014

Mel discovers he has trust issues when he and Joyce disagree over how to discipline Katie. When Katie 

goes missing, Mel and Joyce have to team up to find her. Henry, needing a break from his family’s drama, 

forces Runyen to allow him to sleep over for the first time.

047 Growing Up Fisher

Work With Me

March 25, 2014

Joyce is determined to get a job. Mel encourages her until she actually gets one – at Mel’s law firm. But, 

surprisingly, Mel and Joyce work well together. It’s Joyce and Mel’s secretary who can’t play nice. 

Meanwhile, Katie coaches Henry on how to land Jenny: play it cool.

048 Hello Ladies

The Dinner

October 20, 2013

Stuart ditches Wade to go with Jessica to a gay club. There, Stuart charms two gay guys who promise to 

introduce him to hot models… until he and Jessica humiliate themselves at a fancy dinner party. Back at 

Stuart’s house, a dejected Wade invites Kives over to hang out.

049 Hello Ladies

The Wedding

November 10, 2013

Stuart, Jessica, and Glenn attend a wedding where Stuart finally meets his crush, Kimberly. Meanwhile, 

Jessica nervously awaits the results of a big audition.

050 House Of Lies

Comeuppance

March 23, 2014

Jeannie (Kristen Bell) contacts an old friend, Samantha (Rhea Seehorn) for help with a contract, causing an 

issue between her and Marty (Don Cheadle).  Clyde (Ben Schwartz) creates friction between Monica (Dawn 

Olivieri) and her client, Vincent (Fred Armisen); and Doug (Josh Lawson) makes a play for Caitlin (Genevieve 

Angelson).
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051 House Of Lies

Joshua

April 6, 2014

In the season 3 finale, it’s the morning after Marty and Jeannie have hooked up and Kaan & Associates is 

being raided by the FBI. With Marty taking the heat to save the firm, Jeannie will now be in charge which is 

what Marty thinks she planned all along.

052 House Of Lies

Soldiers

February 9, 2014

Marty (Don Cheadle) and Jeannie (Kristen Bell) launch a plan. Dre (Mekhi Phifer) and Marty continue to bond 

on a personal level.  Clyde (Ben Schwartz) woos Marissa (Eliza Coupe), a big client, and Doug (Josh 

Lawson) confronts his mixed feelings about having a baby with Sarah (Jenny Slate).

053 House Of Lies

Together

March 30, 2014

Marty (Don Cheadle) and Jeannie (Kristen Bell) deal with the fall-out of Lukas’ death. Marty questions Dre 

(Mekhi Phifer). Doug’s (Josh Lawson) side effects may mean trouble for Monica (Dawn Olivieri). Doug 

attempts to reconcile with Sarah (Jenny Slate), and Marissa’s (Eliza Coupe) business decision affects Clyde 

(Ben Schwartz).

054 How I Met Your Mother

Gary Blauman

March 17, 2014

On Ted's first date with the mother he tells her the tale of Gary Blauman.

055 How I Met Your Mother

Last Forever (Parts One & Two)

March 31, 2014

In the final (two-part) episode of the sitcom, Ted Mosby tells his kids how he met their mother. Barney finally 

meets the love of his life while Lily attempts to keep Robin from falling away from the gang. Marshall’s years 

of hard work pay off.
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056 Instant Mom

Dine Hard

January 19, 2014

Charlie tries to secure a promotion by inviting his boss over for dinner, but Stephanie and the kids make the 

wrong impression.

057 It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia

The Gang Broke Dee

September 4, 2013

Dee starts to embrace the desperate, self-loathing qualities the guys have beaten into her over the years, 

sending her stand-up comedy career to unexpected places.

058 It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia

The Gang Tries Desperately To Win An Award

September 8, 2013

Tired of failing to be recognized for their years of service in the bar industry, the gang changes their ways to 

give the patrons what they think they want.

059 The League

Flowers For Taco

October 23, 2013

Chalupa Batman’s first words cause fantasy friction between Kevin and Jenny. Ruxin’s dog loses interest in 

Jenny. Taco is forced to face life without marijuana.  Andre has never been pooped on by a bird.

060 The League

Rafi And Dirty Randy

September 25, 2013

When their friend is murdered, Rafi and Dirty Randy (Seth Rogen) head to L.A. to avenge his death and 

break into the mainstream porn business.

061 The League

The Bringer Show

October 16, 2013

Andre is taking a stand up class.  Jenny joins a women's investment club.  Pete will play Ruxin with two open 

slots on his team - the ultimate act of fantasy disrespect.
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062 The League

The Near Death Flex-perience

November 6, 2013

Taco opens a pubic barber shop, Kevin’s near death Flex-perience with Greg Jennings causes trouble with 

Jenny, Andre discovers a patient’s electronic voice box sounds just like Ruxin.

063 The League

The Von Nowzick Wedding

September 11, 2013

The wedding weekend continues but what happened at the draft comes back to haunt everyone. We meet 

Andre's parents. Ruxin wrestles J.J. Watt for control of his fantasy team.

064 Lilyhammer

Out of Africa

December 13, 2013

Frank gets involved in immigration by sponsoring a computer hacker's relocation to Norway and protecting 

a local African emigre who's a gifted chef.

065 Looking

Looking For Now (Pilot)

January 19, 2014

After an OkCupid date goes south, Patrick is chatted up by a cute barber on Muni on the way to his 

ex-boyfriend’s bachelor party. Meanwhile, Agustín agrees to move in with his boyfriend, Frank.  Dom 

considers getting in touch with his ex-boyfriend.

066 Looking

Looking For The Future

February 16, 2014

After calling in sick, Patrick and Richie visit Golden Gate Park and other San Francisco sites, learning more 

about their pasts and plans for the future.

067 Louie

Pamela 3

June 16, 2013

Louie and Pamela focus on their complicated relationship.
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068 Louie

So Did The Fat Lady

May 12, 2014

Louie meets somebody new.

069 Maron

Marc On Talking Dead

May 8, 2014

Marc is issued an ultimatum by Jen not to talk about her in his act. Guest Stars: Chris Hardwick, Michael Ian 

Black

070 Maron

Mom Situation

May 29, 2014

Marc’s mom (Sally Kellerman) comes to visit. He wants to avoid her and pawns her off on a friend’s Dad. The 

plan backfires when they hit it off too well and Marc has to parent his Mom through an STD scare.

071 The Michael J. Fox Show

Pilot

September 26, 2013

Mike Henry, a beloved NY news anchor, put his career on hold to spend more time with his family and focus 

on his health after being diagnosed with Parkinson's. Five years later, with the kids growing up, Mike is  

growing restless and contemplating going back to work.

072 The Middle

Halloween IV: The Ghost Story

October 30, 2013

Now a college freshman, Axl discovers he’s no longer the big man on campus he was in high school.  Brick 

enlists the family for help when asking a girl to the school Halloween dance.  Sue explores the other side by 

holding a séance.

073 The Middle

The Drop Off

September 25, 2013

Frankie becomes emotional as the Hecks send Axl off to college, Sue waits for an important call from 

school, and Brick gets a new cell phone.
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074 The Middle

The Jump

November 13, 2013

Frankie reaches her breaking point when the family teases her too much.

075 Mike & Molly

Mind Over Molly

February 24, 2014

Molly grudgingly goes to the therapist at Mike's urging.

076 Mike & Molly

Sex And Death

November 18, 2013

Molly has a mind blowing experience when she goes to Victoria's workplace, a funeral home, to research 

her novel. Meanwhile, Mike sneaks a peak at Molly's writing when she's out.

077 Mike & Molly

They Shoot Asses, Don't They?

December 16, 2013

Mike decides he needs to live everyday like it's his last after being shot during a robbery.

078 The Mindy Project

Christmas Party Sex Trap

December 3, 2013

Mindy plans an office Christmas party for the entire building so she can spend more time with Cliff. However, 

things don’t go Mindy’s way and culminate to a near-disaster for her when Brendan Deslaurier’s date steals 

Mindy’s thunder by performing a seductive “Santa Baby” dance for the party guests.

079 The Mindy Project

Danny and Mindy

May 6, 2014

Mindy thinks she has met the man of her dreams after he writes a description of their encounter in a New York 

newspaper, leading to a surprising reveal.
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080 The Mindy Project

Danny Castellano Is My Personal Trainer

January 7, 2014

In an attempt to get in shape before a weekend away with Cliff, Mindy convinces Danny to be her personal 

trainer. Meanwhile at the office, Peter finds himself in over his head when he has to act as managing partner 

while Jeremy is out sick.

081 The Mindy Project

Indian BBW

April 4, 2014

Mindy discovers an incriminating video of herself that is floating around the internet, and she enlists the help 

of Peter to keep it from falling into the wrong hands.

082 Mixology

Bruce And Jessica

March 12, 2014

Bruce is as abrasive as they come and when he sets his eyes on Jessica, a single mom from New Jersey, 

he thinks she’s easy prey. He’s very quickly rejected, but he ignores Tom and Cal’s advice to abort the 

mission and he continues to pursue her.

083 Mixology

Closing Time

May 21, 2014

The night is coming to an end and it’s Tom’s last chance to ask Maya to go home with him, but Bruce and Cal 

explain the various obstacles that lie ahead that could prove costly on his quest to find love.

084 Modern Family

A Hard Jay's Night

April 2, 2014

Jay struggles with feeling like Claire doesn’t need him at work anymore.  Mitchell does not like the cake 

topper that Cameron chose for the wedding.  Gloria enlists Phil’s help selling her old apartment, but has 

trouble parting with her past.  Luke and Manny crash a party.
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085 Modern Family

Message Received

May 7, 2014

The kids use an old answering machine message to convince Phil that Claire is pregnant. Jay tackles 

Manny's aversion to pickles, Mitch and Cam try to sell a treasured item to help bankroll their reception 

leading to a major confrontation when Jay admits he'd rather Mitchell not have a wedding.

086 Modern Family

Suddenly, Last Summer

September 25, 2013

With gay marriage finally legal in California, Mitch and Cam each come up with an elaborate surprise 

proposal, both determined to be the one who asks, only to find themselves at the side of the road, changing 

a tire, both on one knee and saying just a single word:  “Yes.”

087 Modern Family

The Help

October 23, 2013

Mitchell and Cameron immediately regret hiring their old friend Pepper to plan their wedding. Phil tries to get 

his recently widowed dad back in the dating scene, and Jay and Manny are not happy that Gloria has hired 

a male nanny.

088 Modern Family

The Late Show

October 16, 2013

Everyone is late for dinner at an exclusive new restaurant and tensions run high.  Jay resents that Gloria is 

always late, Claire struggles to let Phil take the reins at home, and Mitch and Cam - finally ready to go - find 

themselves in the exact same outfit.

089 Modern Family

The Wedding (Part 2)

May 21, 2014

After losing their first wedding venue in a fire, Mitch and Cam lose several other wedding venues in ways that 

remind them of Biblical plagues until finally Jay delivers them the magical Sunset wedding they deserve.
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090 Modern Family

Under Pressure

January 15, 2014

A meltdown sends Alex to see a therapist. At the school open house, Claire struggles to keep up in class, 

Gloria battles a mean mom, and Jay pressures Phil to play hooky. Elsewhere, Mitchell duels a judgmental 

"green" neighbor, while Luke and Manny date identical twins.

091 Modern Family

Vegas

March 26, 2014

Phil auditions for a secret magic society.  Jay wants access to an exclusive hotel floor.  Gloria hides a 

half-dog/half-maid statue.  Claire sneaks off to gamble.  And Cam and Mitchell lie about wanting a bachelor 

party.  The stories collide thanks to adjoining hotel rooms and a harried butler.

092 Mom

Cotton Candy And Blended Fish

December 2, 2013

Christy and Bonnie go above and beyond to help a sick friend.  Violet is frustrated by the realities of 

pregnancy.

093 Mom

Leather Cribs And A Medieval Rack

January 20, 2014

Christy and Bonnie come clean about secrets they’ve been keeping from each other.  Violet and Luke 

discover they have different ideas about parenting.

094 Mom

Smokey Taylor And A Deathbed Confession

April 14, 2014

Christy and Bonnie help Violet through labor. Christy is convinced that Bonnie still has feelings for Alvin.

095 The Neighbors

A Christmas Story

December 13, 2013

When Debbie accidentally ruins Larry’s surprise Christmas gift for Dick, Larry responds by going way over 

the top for gifts to Debbie’s kids. Meanwhile, thinking gifts are the emblem of how you truly feel about 

someone, Reggie and Amber both struggle with getting each other the perfect gift.
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096 The Neighbors

All That Jazzy Jeff

April 4, 2014

Larry’s brother, DJ Jazzy Jeff, arrives and tells everyone he is just there to visit his family, but in reality, he is 

secretly working with his father to bring everyone home to Zabvron. Meanwhile, Amber has a new college 

boyfriend and finally confides in Debbie.

097 The Neighbors

Challoweenukah

October 18, 2013

When Larry hears the story of Chanukah, he announces that he wants to combine the holidays Halloween 

and Chanukah to create “Challoweenukah.” When no one shows up for the first seven nights of the new 

holiday, Larry decides to publicize it by giving out candy to kids at the playground.

098 The Neighbors

Thanksgiving Is No Schmuck Bait

November 22, 2013

Marty and Debbie are hoping for an uneventful Thanksgiving, but Marty’s father arrives informing the family 

that, after fifty years of marriage, he and Marty’s mother are divorcing…..and, oh yeah, he’s moving in. 

Jackie’s parents arrive from Zabvron to witness the fallout and learn about the peculiarities of human 

relationships.

099 New Girl

Mars Landing

March 25, 2014

Late for a child's birthday party and wildly hungover, Nick and Jess fall into a conversation about their future 

and learn they see themselves living on (literally) different planets. Meanwhile, the equally hungover 

Schmidt, Winston, and Coach fall over themselves trying to woo the cute new neighbors across the hall.

100 Nurse Jackie

Nancy Wood

May 18, 2014

Jackie's fake identity is compromised and investigated at work. Meanwhile, her bank account is down to 

$527, she's on her last bag of pills, her boyfriend Frank has just moved in, and her sponsor is hounding her 

about her sobriety. Prentiss reveals to Zoey that he’s re-enlisted in the army.
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101 Nurse Jackie

Pillgrimage

April 20, 2014

Jackie steals Dr. Roman's DEA number and calls in a prescription. Dr. Roman is jealous when Coop is 

recruited by a sperm scout because of his desirable online dating profile. While on a date with Frank, Jackie 

spies a young hipster dealing and sneaks off to the bathroom with him.

102 Nurse Jackie

Sink Or Swim

April 13, 2014

In the season premiere, Jackie's back to using again, but maintains a clean and sober cover by going to 

12-step meetings, all the while getting her drugs from the towel girl at the gym. Meanwhile at All Saints, Zoey 

finds out that everyone knows about her 'secret' relationship with Prentiss.

103 Nurse Jackie

Super Greens

April 27, 2014

Coop receives the crushing news that his sperm count is too low to donate. Dr. Roman is offered a medical 

segment on the local news. Akalitus’ poker habit starts to pay off. Jackie is blindsided when Grace - who's 

been arrested for shoplifting – tells her that Kevin is engaged.

104 Nurse Jackie

The Lady With The Lamp

June 1, 2014

Jackie detoxes at home with the help of Frank, Eddie, and Antoinette. Grace comes home needing comfort 

after a really bad day at school, giving Jackie a second chance to improve their relationship. Jackie realizes 

Frank isn’t strong enough to be in a relationship with a life-long addict.

105 Orange Is The New Black

Can't Fix Crazy

July 11, 2013

Piper reaches her breaking point. Larry takes matters into his own hands. The inmates showcase their 

hidden talents in the prison holiday pageant.
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106 Orange Is The New Black

I Wasn't Ready (Pilot)

July 11, 2013

Sentenced to 15 months for a crime committed in her youth, Piper Chapman leaves her privileged life and 

devoted fiance for her new home: women's prison.

107 Parks And Recreation

London (Parts 1 & 2)

September 26, 2013

Leslie wins an award from an international Women in Government organization, and travels to London with 

Ben, Andy, April and Ron to accept.  Tom hunts down the mysterious businessman who is trying to put 

Rent-a-Swag out of business, while Ann and Chris settle into the next phase of their relationship.

108 Parks And Recreation

Moving Up

April 24, 2014

Leslie, Ben, and Andy head to San Francisco for a National Parks Conference. Tom opens his restaurant, 

Ron has another run-in with his ex-wife Tammy 2, Andy lives a rock and roll fantasy, and Leslie makes a 

huge decision about her future.

109 Parks And Recreation

Second Chunce

January 9, 2014

Leslie comes to terms with her last day in office and plans for the future with Ben. Chris and Ann find out the 

sex of their child, Andy comes home from London, and Tom looks to the future.

110 Playing House

Pilot

April 29, 2014

Emma returns home for her best friend Maggie’s baby shower.

111 Real Husbands of Hollywood

Frauditions

October 22, 2013

Kevin Hart, looking for love in all the wrong places after the disaster with Selita, holds fake auditions to cast 

the girl of his dreams.
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112 Real Husbands of Hollywood

Fund Raising Hell/Hell Of A Fundraiser

October 15, 2013

Kevin Hart shows off his new home to OMG's Kevin Frazier, only to have it taken over by Wanda Sykes for 

her charity fundraiser. Later, Nick Cannon's smart car is auctioned off. Khloe Kardashian ups the ante with her 

bids, including an unexpected offer from Kris Kardashian.

113 Real Husbands of Hollywood

Rock, Paper, Stealers

November 5, 2013

Oliver tries his hand at stand-up which Kevin sabotages by inviting his friend, Chris Rock, to the neophyte 

comedian's open mic debut to unnerve him.

114 Regular Show

Return Of Mordecai And The Rigby's

April 21, 2014

Mordecai and Rigby want to win an air conditioner in a battle of the bands.

115 Review

Pancakes, Divorce, Pancakes

March 20, 2014

Critic Forrest MacNeil reviews real-life experiences that include eating pancakes and getting a divorce.

116 Sam & Cat

#SuperPsycho

March 29, 2014

Nora makes a return and targets Dice as a way to get revenge on Sam.  With nowhere else to turn, Sam and 

Cat are forced to ask for some unlikely help from Nevel.

117 Sean Saves The World

Pilot

October 3, 2013

When gay dad Sean’s ex-wife moves out of town for a new job, Sean becomes single dad to 14-year old 

Ellie, and he tries to raise her while ducking his overbearing, boundary-less mother Lorna.  At work, Sean, his 

BFF Liz and co-worker Hunter cope with their eccentric new boss Max.
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118 Sean Saves The World

Sean Comes Clean

November 7, 2013

In order to comfort Liz and her relationship problems, Sean pretends that he has been rejected by a crush. 

Meanwhile, Lorna takes it further and drives Sean to go on a date with his dry cleaner, Mr. Kim to make Liz 

happy. Elsewhere, Max uses Hunter as a wingman.

119 Shameless

A Jailbird, Invalid, Martyr, Cutter, Retard, And Parasitic Twin

February 23, 2014

Fiona’s lawyer and Lip advise her to negotiate a plea bargain or face jail time. Sammie gives Frank heroine 

and they are thrown out of the house. Debbie is crushed when Matty rejects her. Mickey looks everywhere for 

Ian. Kevin is robbed and Fiona receives news about her unborn triplets.

120 Shameless

Iron City

February 16, 2014

The aftermath of Liam’s cocaine overdose lands Fiona in jail. Lip refuses to pay for an attorney so Fiona has 

to work with a public defender. Frank is informed that he’s terminal and should look for hospice care. Fiona is 

shocked to discover that Mike has paid her bail.

121 Shameless

There's The Rub

February 9, 2014

Everything implodes when Fiona’s relationship with Mike’s brother is revealed –- although Mike, surprisingly, 

doesn’t fire Fiona outright (instead, she’s relegated to accounting).  Later, Fiona’s birthday celebration 

comes to a screeching halt when Liam accidentally ingests cocaine –- and Fiona is arrested for the crime 

and immediately taken to jail.

122 Silicon Valley

Minimum Viable Product (Pilot)

April 6, 2014

Richard and his programmer friends dream of making it big while living in a communal “Hacker Hostel." 

When Richard's software proves surprisingly valuable, he's forced to choose between an outright sale for 

$10M to former boss Gavin Belson, or less money but more control with the enigmatic Peter Gregory.
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123 Silicon Valley

Optimal Tip-To-Tip Efficiency

June 1, 2014

Season finale. Poised to compete in the finals of TechCrunch Disrupt, the guys become dejected after an 

impressive presentation by Gavin Belson. Gilfoyle and Dinesh consider jumping ship. Jared tries to pivot. 

Finally, the guys' "conversation" inspires Richard to make big changes to the platform at the last minute.

124 Sirens

Famous Last Words

March 20, 2014

A dying man’s last words inspire Johnny to have the first conversation he’s had with his dad in seven years. 

Elsewhere, a determined Brian takes Hank on a quest to communicate the dead man’s final message to a 

long lost love.

125 The Soul Man

Brother, Can You Spare A Kidney?

April 9, 2014

Boyce and Lolli's former Vegas neighbors, Paul and Robyn, spring another surprise visit on them.  They 

always want something when they unexpectedly pop in, and this time is no exception.  So what do they want 

this time?  Boyce's kidney.

126 South Park

World War Zimmerman

October 9, 2013

Cartman is deeply disturbed by a single person who he sees as a threat to all humanity. He races around 

the country to put an end to Patient Zero, the ticking time bomb that is Token.

127 Trophy Wife

Mother's Day

May 13, 2014

Kate is overjoyed when Diane and Jackie offer to let her have the kids on her first Mother's Day, however, 

when Kate discovers their hidden agenda -- she is determined to get revenge. Meanwhile, Pete slowly 

buckles under the pressures at work.
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128 Trophy Wife

The Wedding (Part 2)

March 18, 2014

Wedding planning continues as Kate will not be fazed by all the stress and chaos around her, which is only 

amplified by the arrival of her mother and Pete’s parents. However, things come to a screeching halt when 

the family gets some bad news.

129 Trophy Wife

Twas The Night Before Christmas..Or Twas It?

December 10, 2013

Pete, Kate, Diane and Jackie wake up Christmas morning hung-over and the house in complete disaster. 

They try to piece together the events of last night’s Christmas Eve festivities while also trying to save 

Christmas for the kids.

130 Two And A Half Men

Alan Harper, Pleasing Women Since 2003

October 24, 2013

Alan befriends Lyndsey's boyfriend in an effort to find out what he has that Alan doesn't.  Meanwhile, Walden 

helps Jenny be more proactive in pursuing her acting career.

131 Two And A Half Men

Lan Mao Shi Zai Wuding Shang

April 10, 2014

Walden had reconnected with Kate and is sure she's "the one" until he meets Vivian and becomes 

convinced she is "the one."  Alan and Gretchen grow closer.

132 Two And A Half Men

Nangnangnangnang

September 26, 2013

Everyone is shocked when Charlie's twenty-five year old daughter shows up at the beach house.

133 Two And A Half Men

Welcome Home, Jake

March 13, 2014

Lyndsey discovers that Alan is sleeping with Larry's sister, Gretchen.  Walden struggles with telling Barry to 

find his own place.
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134 2 Broke Girls

And The Pastry Porn

November 18, 2013

Caroline encourages Max to pursue pastry school.

135 Tyler Perry's For Better Or Worse

Can We Talk?

September 25, 2013

Upon bringing Joseph home to recover from alcohol addiction, Marcus is surprised to learn that Angela has 

invited Joseph's ex-girlfriend, Leslie, and her new husband Chris to the house as well. When the newlyweds 

arrive, Chris encourages Leslie to talk to her ex and bring closure to their situation.

136 Tyler Perry's Love Thy Neighbor

My First Love

July 31, 2013

Linda runs into her high-school sweetheart, Carl, who is now wealthy, and wonders what her life would have 

been like had they remained together. To make matters worse, Linda discovers that Hattie kept her and Carl 

apart by lying to her and therefore changed her entire future.

137 Veep

Special Relationship

May 18, 2014

Selina and her team head to London to commemorate the 100-year anniversary of World War 1. Selina 

plans to secretly discuss moving a security firm to Germany, while trying not to disrupt the Special 

Relationship with the UK. Meanwhile, a PR flub at a pub sends the team scrambling.

138 Wilfred

Delusion

July 18, 2013

Wilfred forces Ryan to collaborate on a birthday gift for Jenna.

139 Wilfred

Distance

August 15, 2013

Ryan, Wilfred and a wily old friend struggle to outfox each other.
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140 Wilfred

Heroism

August 29, 2013

Wilfred’s path to valor puts Ryan in danger.

141 Wilfred

Intuition

July 25, 2013

Wilfred leads Ryan on an insomnia-fueled, crime-fighting caper.

142 Wilfred

Perspective

August 1, 2013

Ryan tries progressive psychotherapy to better understand a past trauma.

143 Wilfred

Shame

July 11, 2013

Wilfred helps Ryan pick a roommate.

144 Wilfred

Sincerity

June 27, 2013

Ryan takes Wilfred to a dog training class in the hopes of winning over a girl.

145 Wilfred

Suspicion

June 27, 2013

Ryan distrusts his sister’s new love interest.

146 Wilfred

Uncertainty

June 20, 2013

Ryan and Wilfred search for Wilfred's original owner.
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147 Workaholics

We Be Clownin’

March 5, 2014

The guys become children party clowns to pay for a pool slide.

End of Category
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148 The Americans

A Little Night Music

March 19, 2014

Phillip and Elizabeth have to intercept a target who could prove valuable to the Soviet Union, also having to 

take on a rogue mission without the support of the Centre. Divisions inside the Rezidentura deepen between 

Oleg and Arkady and there’s an upheaval at the FBI.

149 The Americans

Arpanet

April 9, 2014

Philip uses his agent Charles Duluth to help him gain access to an early precursor to the Internet so that the 

KGB can bug American government communications. Nina faces the threat of a potential FBI polygraph 

exam, bringing her closer to KGB colleague Oleg.

150 The Americans

Behind The Red Door

April 2, 2014

A dangerous Naval officer becomes the key to Philip and Elizabeth’s mission as well as a potential threat to 

their family's safety. Lucia, a Sandinista intelligence officer working with the Jennings, is tasked with getting 

Elizabeth access to Capitol Hill. Stan struggles with the potential costs of protecting Nina.

151 The Americans

Echo

May 21, 2014

Elizabeth makes a shocking discovery about Kate.  Philip pursues a contact for information about stealth.  

Stan continues his pursuit of the illegals.

152 The Americans

Martial Eagle

April 23, 2014

Philip and Elizabeth’s long-planned mission turns ugly, impacting each of them in different ways. Stan digs in 

deeper at work as his personal life continues to unravel.

153 The Americans

New Car

April 16, 2014

Philip and Elizabeth both find themselves faced with painful turns in their various missions. Stan fights to gain 

access to an American military program that could give him the upper hand in his battle of wills with Oleg.
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154 The Americans

The Deal

March 26, 2014

Philip and Elizabeth are assigned a new handler and Elizabeth, in disguise as Clark's sister, does her best 

to smooth things over with Martha. Oleg and Arkady continue to argue over how best to handle the situation, 

leaving Nina caught between the FBI and KGB.

155 The Americans

The Walk In

March 12, 2014

Philip and Elizabeth complete their next mission. Philip's fears about Elizabeth's readiness for action 

deepen. Stan tracks the KGB walk-in which leads to much praise at work and a deepening of his attachment 

to Nina. Paige snoops into her mother’s family background and Oleg begins to scrutinize Nina’s secret 

operation.

156 Banshee

Bullets And Tears

March 14, 2014

Lucas and Carrie reflect on their Capital Diamond heist 15 years ago as they gear up to battle Rabbit. After 

his army is decimated in a blazing gunfight, Rabbit’s end comes quietly and by his own hand. Rebecca kills 

Alex Longshadow while Emmett and his wife are murdered by Neo-Nazis.

157 Banshee

The Truth About Unicorns

February 7, 2014

Released from prison, Carrie is greeted by Lucas. On the way to Banshee they detour through a quaint small 

town, then visit the house Lucas purchased for them before his arrest 15 years ago. Reflecting on what might 

have been, they’re confronted by Racine and a sniper sent by Rabbit.

158 Bates Motel

The Box

April 28, 2014

Norma desperately tries to connect with Norman. Dylan decides if risking his life is worth saving a loved one.  

Romero enlists the help of a former colleague to determine if Norman is guilty of a crime.
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159 Bates Motel

The Immutable Truth

May 5, 2014

Norman is haunted by a tragic event in his past.  Norma tries to save Norman from making a horrible 

mistake. Romero and Dylan try to bring closure to the drug war.  Emma makes a decision about her future at 

Bates Motel.

160 Being Human

There Goes The Neighborhood (Part III)

April 7, 2014

Sally makes a major sacrifice to keep her vision of Aidan killing Josh from coming true, the consequences of 

which change Aidan’s life forever as he fights to destroy the house’s evil. Meanwhile, Josh and Nora 

consider their future as parents.

161 Being Mary Jane

Uber Love

February 25, 2014

After David confronts Mary Jane about stealing his sperm, she realizes he is the man she truly wants to be 

with only to realize life is complicated.

162 Black Box

Kiss The Sky

April 25, 2014

Dr. Catherine Black, a brilliant neurologist, can relate to the patients she helps in part because she is bipolar 

herself- a secret only her closest family knows. But when her boyfriend Will proposes, Catherine will be 

forced to decide if she's ready to let him see her true self.

163 Black Sails

I.

January 25, 2014

After a run of short hauls, the once powerful Captain Flint faces mutiny by his own crew.  John Silver joins 

Flint's pirate ship, hiding something of great value from his captain.  On the island of New Providence, 

Eleanor Guthrie keeps order in the face of a resurgent Royal Navy.
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164 Black Sails

IV.

February 15, 2014

An undertaking by The Walrus crew ends in disaster.  Silver warns Flint about Billy.  Rackham and Bonny try 

to regain their livelihood.  Eleanor needs help from her father.  A figure from Vane's past pays a visit.

165 Black Sails

V.

February 22, 2014

Flint and the Walrus crew play a deadly chess match on the open sea. Richard forces Eleanor’s hand. 

Rackham makes a career change. Bonny confesses to Max.

166 Black Sails

VI.

March 1, 2014

The costs of chasing the Andromache continue to mount. Eleanor needs Silver’s help. Billy wants Gates to 

confront Flint. Bonny takes a stand.

167 Black Sails

VII.

March 8, 2014

Flint tells Gates the truth. Randall puts Silver in a bind. Eleanor suffers a loss. Max comes to Rackham’s aid. 

Vane enters the fight of his life.

168 Black Sails

VIII.

March 15, 2014

The hunt for the Urca is on. Everything changes for Eleanor. Bonny and Rackham’s sins come back to haunt 

them.

169 The Blacklist

Pilot

September 23, 2013

Ex-government agent and one of FBI’s Most Wanted, Raymond “Red” Reddington turns himself in, offering to 

give up the world's worst criminals, if  he only deals with FBI profiler, Elizabeth Keen.  What follows for Liz is a 

series of events as the race to stop a terrorist begins.
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170 Boardwalk Empire

All In

September 29, 2013

Nucky bests Arnold Rothstein, as Meyer Lansky becomes his unexpected partner.  Al and Frank Capone 

enlist Van Alden for a night’s work.   Chalky is intrigued by Daughter Maitland's presence, while Purnsley is 

courted by Narcisse.  Willie accidentally kills another student.  Eddie Kessler gets taken into custody by 

Agent Knox.

171 Boardwalk Empire

Erlkönig

October 6, 2013

Nucky uses political muscle to squash Willie’s murder charge.  Gillian scores a fix, and attempts to reunite 

with Tommy.  The Capones recruit Van Alden for election-day, ending with Frank being shot to death.  Eddie, 

stricken with grief after betraying Nucky to Agent Knox, commits suicide by jumping from his window.

172 Boardwalk Empire

Farewell Daddy Blues

November 24, 2013

Season finale. Eli confesses to Nucky he’s Knox’s informant.  Nucky banishes Eli, who eventually kills Knox.  

Torrio passes his leadership to Capone.  Harrow asks Nucky’s help to save Tommy.  Harrow’s 

assassination of Narcisse, for Chalky, backfires, with Harrow accidently killing Chalky’s daughter, Maybelle. 

An injured Harrow dies under the boardwalk.

173 Boardwalk Empire

Marriage And Hunting

November 3, 2013

Nucky refuses to back Chalky in his conflict with Narcisse.  Harrow and Julia get married.  Van Alden reveals 

his true identity to Dean O’Banion, but just as O’Banion digests this information, he is killed by hit men sent by 

Al Capone.  Arnold Rothstein does some insider trading with Margaret’s help.

174 Boardwalk Empire

Resignation

September 15, 2013

In Cicero, Van Alden keeps tabs on Al Capone at a political rally.  Harlem gangster Dr. Valentin Narcisse 

arrives, clashing with Chalky. Agent Knox aligns himself with J. Edgar Hoover. Harrow reconnects with his 

twin sister in Wisconsin. Nucky, with a business opportunity on the horizon, departs for Florida.
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175 Boardwalk Empire

The North Star

October 13, 2013

Nucky reunites with Margaret, then heads to Tampa, reconnecting with Sally. Harrow returns to Atlantic City to 

see Julia and Tommy.  Chalky and Daughter’s sexual tension comes to fruition.  Agent Knox makes in-roads 

with Eli.  Meyer Lansky goes it alone on the Tampa land deal after Luciano backs out.

176 Boardwalk Empire

The Old Ship Of Zion

October 27, 2013

Nucky’s shipment from Tampa arrives along with Sally Wheet.  Agent Knox reveals himself and turns Eli into 

his informant.  Dunn Purnsley, on Narcisse’s orders, tries to kill Chalky, but Chalky turns the tables on Dunn 

and kills him. Following Nucky’s advice, Willie returns home to his family, apologizing to Eli.

177 Boardwalk Empire

White Horse Pike

November 10, 2013

Nucky enlists Eli and Knox to monitor his shipment from Tampa. Chalky fails to assassinate Narcisse, 

ending up on the run with Daughter. Margaret makes a deal with Arnold Rothstein.  Al Capone grows 

suspicious of Johnny Torrio. Nucky is forced into a deal with Joe Masseria, Lansky and Narcisse.

178 Breaking Bad

Buried

August 18, 2013

While Skyler's past catches up with her, Walt covers his tracks.  Jesse continues to struggle with his guilt.

179 Breaking Bad

Confessions

August 25, 2013

Jesse learns a horrifying truth, while Walt and Skyler make a risky move to protect their children.

180 Breaking Bad

Felina

September 29, 2013

In the series finale, Walt returns to Albuquerque to seek vengeance and make amends.
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181 Breaking Bad

Granite State

August 11, 2013

Walt tries to protect his family from afar, while Jesse tries to escape from a perilous situation.

182 Breaking Bad

Ozymandias

September 15, 2013

Walt’s life unravels, and no one is left unscathed.

183 Breaking Bad

Rabid Dog

September 1, 2013

Hank gains a new ally, while Walt considers pursuing a desperate strategy to deal with Jesse.

184 Breaking Bad

To'hajiilee

September 8, 2013

Hank and Jesse scheme to trap Walt, who takes dangerous measures to protect his family.

185 The Bridge

Pilot

July 10, 2013

When a body is found on the bridge connecting El Paso and Juarez, two detectives, one from the United 

States and one from Mexico, must work together to hunt down a serial killer operating on both sides of the 

border.

186 Burn Notice

Reckoning

September 12, 2013

Michael Westen is at the end of the road after James unleashes hell trying to bring him down. Still at odds 

with the CIA and unable to forgive himself for betraying his team, Michael must regain their trust to finish what 

he started.
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187 Call The Midwife

Episode 5

April 27, 2014

When a young woman with Down’s Syndrome is discovered pregnant, sinister circumstances are assumed. 

Meanwhile, as the nuns organize celebrations for Sister Evangelina’s jubilee, Nonnatus House greets new 

midwife, Patsy. Elsewhere, Timothy Turner takes his first steps without his callipers.

188 Castle

Deep Cover

January 13, 2014

The murder of a young video store clerk takes a strange turn when the team discovers his past history as a 

high-level hacker. But it’s nothing compared to the shock Castle receives when their investigation leads them 

straight to his father, Jackson Hunt.

189 Castle

In The Belly Of The Beast

March 3, 2014

Beckett is recruited to assist on a Narcotics investigation, but a routine mission turns deadly when an 

undercover operation goes awry. To survive, Beckett must engage in a battle of wits against some of the 

most dangerous men in the New York underworld including a powerful enemy from her past.

190 Chicago Fire

Keep Your Mouth Shut

March 4, 2014

Severide gets impatient with the police as Vince Keeler walks free. Meanwhile, the house saves a girl 

trapped inside a donation bin, Mouch learns that Boden’s secretary is not someone to mess with and the 

squad is called to a serious high rise fire inside a 20-story downtown office building.

191 Chicago Fire

Prove It

October 1, 2013

In the wake of Heather’s incident, Lt. Casey is having a hard time handling his newfound responsibilities. Lt. 

Severide is dreading the next attack from the firehouse’s arsonist. Meanwhile, Severide knows he has to 

confront Renee about his paternity suspicions. Elsewhere, Mouch begins his campaign for union president.
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192 Chicago P.D.

Stepping Stone

January 8, 2014

After a slew of brutal slayings, District 21, led by Sergeant Hank Voight go after a Columbian drug cartel 

cleaning house in Chicago. They discover D’Anthony who proves to be an asset. At District, complicated 

histories and rivalries surface which could end up costing them one of their own.

193 Chicago P.D.

Wrong Side Of The Bars

January 15, 2014

When Antonio’s son, Diego, is kidnapped, he suspects the Columbian drug gang is to blame. Pulpo, the 

gang leader, is in jail and suggests his release may trigger the release of Diego. Meanwhile, Halstead 

learns information about Lindsay. Voight offers Antonio a new approach to get information on Diego’s 

whereabouts.

194 Continuum

Second Time

August 30, 2013

Alec, devastated by Emily's death, visits Escher and makes it clear that he holds him responsible for her 

death. Kiera learns of Emily's death and contacts Alec. Carlos is investigating Emily's death and suspects it 

may be the same group responsible for stealing the corpses...

195 Criminal Minds

Strange Fruit

November 20, 2013

When two human skeletons are found in the backyard of an African American family, the BAU heads to 

Virginia to investigate.

196 Da Vinci's Demons

The Blood Of Brothers

March 29, 2014

Leonardo employs his genius to restore order to Florence, while Pope Sixtus unites powers against them. 

Elsewhere, Nico attempts to withstand Riario’s temptations.
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197 Da Vinci's Demons

The Blood Of Man

March 22, 2014

Chaos erupts as the Pazzis strike and Leonardo da Vinci is forced to gamble for the future of Florence. 

Meanwhile, Riario races ahead in his own quest for the Book of Leaves.

198 Da Vinci's Demons

The Ends Of The Earth

April 5, 2014

Without maps, Da Vinci struggles to navigate across the Atlantic. Lucrezia is smuggled into the Vatican for an 

important encounter.  En route to Naples, Lorenzo encounters a new threat.

199 Da Vinci's Demons

The Fall From Heaven

May 10, 2014

While Leonardo and Riario await death, Zoroaster and Nico plot their escape. Lorenzo continues to seek an 

audience with the King of Naples. Bayezid arrives in Rome seeking diplomacy.

200 Da Vinci's Demons

The Rope Of The Dead

April 26, 2014

Leonardo and Riario face challenges when they enter the Vault of Heaven. Lorenzo partakes in King 

Ferrante’s bloody games. Journeying to Constantinople, Lucrezia encounters the Turk.

201 Da Vinci's Demons

The Sins Of Daedalus

May 24, 2014

An unlikely union must form to save Italy from an Ottoman attack. Meanwhile, Riario is threatened and Nico 

takes Vanessa’s destiny into his own hands.

202 Da Vinci's Demons

The Sun And Moon

April 19, 2014

Leonardo makes an unexpected discovery in the New World. Lorenzo attempts to save Florence with the 

help of an old flame. Clarice struggles to retain control of the Medici Bank.
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203 Da Vinci's Demons

The Voyage Of The Damned

April 5, 2014

Leonardo continues his quest for the Book of Leaves. Pope Sixtus takes aggressive measures against 

Florence, forcing Lorenzo to make great sacrifices. Lucrezia travels to Rome to form new alliances.

204 Dexter

A Beautiful Day

June 30, 2013

It’s been six months since LaGuerta’s murder. Dexter is still managing life as a dad, brother, and serial killer. 

Debra now works as a private detective and Batista has replaced her as Lieutenant. Meanwhile, Miami 

Metro investigates the murder of a man who has had pieces of his brain removed.

205 Dexter

Are We There Yet?

August 18, 2013

Dexter tracks down his protégé Zach, believing that he murdered Dexter’s neighbor, Cassie. Instead Zach 

confesses to killing an old classmate who had murdered a girl while on spring break. Dexter helps Zach 

dispose of the body while Debra is on Hannah’s trail. Zach becomes the Brain Surgeon’s latest victim.

206 Dexter

Every Silver Lining

July 7, 2013

Dr. Vogel shows Dexter an old video of Harry asking her to help him deal with Dexter's unusual fascinations 

as a child. She tells him that she helped Harry create who he is today. She asks Dexter to hunt down the 

Brain Surgeon killer, possibly a former patient of hers.

207 Dexter

What's Eating Dexter Morgan?

July 14, 2013

Dexter continues his manhunt for the Brain Surgeon. Dr. Vogel tries to prove to Dexter that he’s perfect as a 

psychopath. Debra, desperate and drunk, confesses to LaGuerta’s murder, but Quinn doesn’t believe her. 

Dexter and Vogel move quickly to remove her from the police station before doing further damage.
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208 Downton Abbey

Episode 1

January 5, 2014

Six months after Matthew’s death, family and servants try to cure Mary and Isobel of their deep depression. 

Meanwhile, O’Brien causes a final crisis.

209 Dracula

A Whiff Of Sulfur

November 11, 2013

Grayson takes Lady Jayne as a lover even as he investigates her lethal connections to The Order of the 

Dragon. Van Helsing continues his quest to develop a solar vaccine to enable Grayson to conquer sunlight. 

Jonathan Harker strikes a devil's bargain with Grayson which has unexpected consequences.

210 Dracula

The Devil's Waltz

November 29, 2013

Harker discovers General Shaw’s hypocrisy. Van Helsing’s first attempt at infusing a vampiric test-subject 

with his solar-serum is a disaster. Lord Davenport’s agents abduct and torture Renfield. Harker and Mina’s 

engagement party sets a stage for betrayal when a single dance between Mina and Grayson unveils their 

true feelings.

211 Elementary

Step Nine

September 26, 2013

Holmes and Watson travel to London to help a colleague investigate an unsolved mystery.  While Sherlock 

struggles to make amends to his old friend, Inspector Lestrade, Joan gets to know Sherlock's brother, 

Mycroft.

212 The Following

Fly Away

February 24, 2014

Ryan Hardy fears the effects of a year long investigation on his partner, Mike Weston's sanity, but has no 

choice but to enlist his help to track down two serial murderers.  When Weston captures one of the killers he 

makes a choice that will compromise any hope of his redemption.
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213 The Following

Forgive

April 28, 2014

In the Season Two finale, Mark and Luke turn the tables on both Ryan Hardy and Joe Carroll, forcing the two 

sworn enemies to come together to save the woman they love.

214 The Following

Silence

April 21, 2014

Ryan Hardy closes in on Joe Carroll as Joe executes his evil endgame before the world.

215 The Fosters

I Do

August 5, 2013

Stef and Lena are getting married and the entire family gathers to make the big day a special one.

216 From Dusk Till Dawn: The Series

Mistress

March 25, 2014

Richie struggles with his visions. Forced to stop at a motel, Seth makes a plan with Carlos to cross the 

border. At the same time, the Fullers suffer an RV breakdown that exposes deeper divisions in the family. 

Ranger Gonzalez seeks help from an expert.

217 From Dusk Till Dawn: The Series

Pandemonium

April 29, 2014

With everyone at odds, the Gecko brothers and the Fuller family are forced to sit down and watch the nightly 

performance by Santanico Pandemonium. When Ranger Freddie Gonzalez shows up to exact revenge, the 

show takes an unexpectedly savage turn.

218 From Dusk Till Dawn: The Series

Pilot

March 11, 2014

When infamous bank robbers Seth and Richie Gecko make a run for the Mexican Border, a pit stop at a 

liquor store turns into a deadly standoff. During the siege, Richie becomes haunted by visions of demons – 

and a mysterious woman who beckons him from beyond.
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219 Game Of Thrones

The Children

June 15, 2014

An unexpected arrival north of the wall changes circumstances. Dany is forced to face some harsh realities. 

Bran learns more of his destiny. Tyrion sees the truth of his situation.

220 The Good Wife

The Last Call

March 30, 2014

After Will's shooting death, Alicia struggles to find meaning in his murder.  Her efforts are complicated by the 

discovery that Will left her an indistinct voicemail shortly before he was murdered.  Failing to learn what Will 

wanted to tell her, Alicia is forced to imagine a loving, final exchange.

221 Graceland

Pilot

June 6, 2013

When undercover FBI agent Mike Warren (Aaron Tveit) gets assigned to a California beach house coined 

“Graceland,” he learns his job requires much more more than criminal investigations. Living and working with 

agents from the FBI, DEA, and ICE, Warren relies heavily on FBI mentor Paul Briggs (Daniel Sunjata).

222 Grey's Anatomy

Do You Know

March 27, 2014

Cristina imagines the two routes her life can take based on one decision she makes. Meanwhile one of the 

hospital’s patients decides whether or not to live.

223 Grey's Anatomy

Fear

May 15, 2014

The doctors of Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital bid an emotional farewell to the beloved Cristina Yang. A 

possible act of terrorism rocks Seattle and causes chaos at the hospital. Meanwhile, Meredith makes a life 

changing decision.
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224 Grey's Anatomy

We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together

May 1, 2014

Cristina looks to Meredith for advice about her future at the hospital. Derek and Amelia work together on a 

surgery involving conjoined twins. Meanwhile, Jo is spread too thin when she tries to work on several cases 

at once and Stephanie realizes the truth about Bailey’s bubble boy case.

225 Grimm

Mommy Dearest

March 7, 2014

A new predator creeps into Portland with its sight set on an expectant couple who are close friends of Sgt. 

Wu.  Nick and Hank must figure out how to deal with Wu as the investigation escalates.  Meanwhile, Adalind 

prepares for a special delivery with her enemies hot on her trail.

226 Grimm

Nobody Knows The Trubel I've Seen

April 25, 2014

Nick and Hank investigate a dangerous female suspect and escaped mental patient leaving a trail of wesen 

in her wake.  Adalind takes measures into her own hands to get her child back, even if that means forging a 

dangerous alliance.

227 Hannibal

Mizumono

May 23, 2014

Hannibal prepares for his imminent departure with, he believes, Will. Will prepares for a departure of another 

sort, tying up loose ends, not sure if he’ll survive the trap he’s set for Hannibal. His instincts may prove 

correct, when Hannibal utters, “To the truth then, and all its consequences.”

228 Hannibal

Mukozuke

March 28, 2014

After profiling Beverly Katz’s murder, Will’s claims that Hannibal is the Chesapeake Ripper are again refuted 

by Jack.  Will decides that the only way to stop the Ripper is to kill him, and recruits a murderer. When his 

plan is exposed, Will’s sanity is questioned by those closest to him.
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229 Hannibal

Takiawase

March 21, 2014

The FBI is called in when a dead body is discovered, the skull converted into a beehive. Meanwhile, after 

secretly consulting with Will Graham, Beverly Katz finds a clue linking the mural killer to the Chesapeake 

Ripper.

230 Haven

Fallout

September 13, 2013

Six months after disappearing into the barn with Audrey, Duke returns with a strange new friend to find Nathan 

has fled Haven, Audrey is missing, and the Troubles are worse than ever.

231 Hawaii Five-0

Ho'onani Makuakane

December 10, 2013

McGarrett stops an elderly Japanese-American man named David from attacking a Pearl Harbor veteran at 

a remembrance service. David believes the vet killed his father and stole his family’s samurai sword while in 

a Honolulu internment camp. Five-O investigates, identifies the real murderer and ultimately recovers 

David’s precious heirloom.

232 Helix

Dans L’ombre

March 28, 2014

In the final countdown to avert global disaster, Alan and Walker battle The Scythe, but their real enemy might 

be closer than they’d ever imagined.

233 Hell On Wheels

Big Bad Wolf

August 10, 2013

After a hard winter, Cullen and Elam travel to New York to secure their positions on the railroad as Durant 

fights for his legacy from prison.

234 Hell On Wheels

Cholera

September 14, 2013

After his workers defect to the Mormons, Cullen recruits Durant to help get them back. Sean and Mickey's 

past comes back to haunt them.
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235 Hell On Wheels

Eminent Domain

August 10, 2013

An unexpected roadblock forces Cullen to make a difficult choice as a reporter arrives in Hell on Wheels. 

Elam struggles with his new boss.

236 Hell On Wheels

One Less Mule

September 7, 2013

Cullen's position is threatened after Durant files an injunction against the Union Pacific. Elam deals with a 

dangerous newcomer.

237 Hell On Wheels

Range War

August 17, 2013

An unexpected roadblock forces Cullen to make a difficult choice as a reporter arrives in Hell on Wheels. 

Elam struggles with his new boss.

238 Hell On Wheels

Searchers

August 31, 2013

Cullen helps Elam track down a dangerous criminal. Chaos erupts in Hell on Wheels as the town prepares to 

move down the tracks.

239 Hell On Wheels

The Game

August 24, 2013

After a railroad accident, Cullen and Elam forge deep into Indian territory to secure a new lumber source. 

Durant tells Louise a secret about Cullen.

240 Homeland

a red wheel barrow

November 17, 2013

Carrie and Quinn pursue a key suspect in the Langley bombing. Mira’s lover Alain plants a bug in the 

Berenson home while Fara discovers the toll an intelligence job can take after her father discovers that she 

works for the CIA. Saul locates a heroin addicted Brody in Caracas.
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241 Homeland

Big Man In Tehran

December 8, 2013

Carrie infiltrates Tehran to support the mission, but Brody’s loyalty wavers when he’s taken to see Abu 

Nazir’s widow, Nassrin.  As Lockhart’s confirmation looms, and Brody publicly denounces the United States, 

Saul reluctantly orders Brody’s execution, but not before Brody uses Nassrin to get to Akbari and kill him.

242 Homeland

Gerontion

November 10, 2013

With his old adversary Javadi in custody, Saul sends him back to Iran as a double agent and keeps 

Lockhart from thwarting his plans. Carrie and Quinn scramble to contain the murder investigation of Javadi’s 

ex-wife, while Mira finds her marriage to Saul at a crossroads.

243 Homeland

Good Night

December 1, 2013

The CIA operatives’ truck explodes, and Brody, despite orders to abort the mission, makes it across the 

border to Iran. Quinn discovers that Carrie is pregnant and encourages her to step away from the mission. 

Carrie asks Fara to offer her uncle's flat as Brody’s safe house in Tehran.

244 Homeland

Still Positive

November 3, 2013

Carrie, abducted by Javadi, the mastermind of the Langley bombing, reveals her knowledge of his 

embezzlement and blackmails him into becoming a double agent.  Meanwhile Saul struggles to keep an 

intrusive Senator Lockhart at bay. Dana changes her name and decides to move out of the Brody house.

245 Homeland

The Star

December 15, 2013

In the season finale, after fulfilling his mission and killing Akbari, Brody is arrested. Saul, in his final hours as 

CIA director, tries to rescue him, but Lockhart overrides him and Brody is hanged. Months later, a very 

pregnant Carrie makes a small but significant gesture to honor Brody’s memory.
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246 Homeland

Tin Man Is Down

September 29, 2013

Several months after America’s “Second 9/11,” alleged Langley bomber Nicholas Brody remains missing. 

Saul plots a counterstrike on the terrorists connected to the bombing, but his efforts to revive the CIA are 

threatened when Carrie becomes the focus of a Senate investigation. The Brody family struggles with 

Dana’s self-destructive behavior.

247 House Of Cards

Chapter 14

February 14, 2014

The Underwoods tackle two threats that could bring their plans to ruin. Francis grooms his replacement as 

Whip.  Claire goes on the offensive.

248 Justified

A Murder Of Crowes

January 17, 2014

In the swamplands of Florida, Raylan tangles with a deadly branch of the Crowe Family Tree, while Boyd 

goes into the dark heart of the collapsing Detroit Mob.

249 Justified

Kill The Messenger

February 11, 2014

An attack on Alison sends Raylan to Harlan in search of payback, while Boyd scrambles to arrange 

protection for Ava.

250 Justified

Over The Mountain

January 28, 2014

Raylan ventures into wild country on the hunt for a missing informant, while Boyd's last living relative 

threatens his life and livelihood.

251 Justified

Raw Deal

February 25, 2014

Boyd and the Crowes fly South for a crucial drug score, while Raylan pursues a small time grifter with big time 

enemies.
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252 Justified

Restitution

April 8, 2014

Raylan has one last shot at taking down Art's would-be assassin, while cartel killers have Boyd's back 

against the wall.

253 Justified

Shot All To Hell

February 4, 2014

Raylan's secrets are at stake when a mob revenge plot descends upon Kentucky, and Boyd's recent 

successes are tempered by a crushing defeat.

254 Justified

The Kids Aren't All Right

January 14, 2014

Dewey's ruthless cousin Darryl descends upon Harlan, as Raylan tries to undo a young friend's unfortunate 

mess, and Boyd struggles to free Ava from jail.

255 Justified

The Toll

March 25, 2014

A shooting close to home forces Raylan and Boyd to decide which lines they're willing to cross.

256 Justified

Weight

March 18, 2014

Raylan and Boyd collide on the hunt for Dewey Crowe, while bad blood simmering in the Crowe family finally 

boils over.

257 Justified

Wrong Roads

March 11, 2014

Raylan partners with a maverick DEA agent whose bad behavior feels uncomfortably familiar, while Boyd 

makes a hard choice to protect Ava.
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258 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Comic Perversion

February 26, 2014

A lewd standup comedian defends his act when a fan accuses of him rape.

259 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Criminal Stories

March 19, 2014

An all-access reporter jeopardizes a high-profile hate crime.

260 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Downloaded Child

April 2, 2014

A troubled young woman struggles to recover her own repressed history of sexual abuse – and leads SVU 

to a shocking discovery.

261 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Gambler's Fallacy

March 12, 2014

A gambling debt forces Rollins to risk everything in order to keep her addiction a secret.

262 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Jersey Breakdown

January 22, 2014

The rape of an underage runaway leads the team to a sex trafficking ring across state lines.

263 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Reasonable Doubt

May 7, 2014

When Frank Maddox, an award-winning television producer, is accused of molesting his eight-year-old 

daughter, he claims that his jealous ex-wife is coaching the girl just to get back at him.  As the trial becomes a 

media firestorm, the SVU squad must find the truth.
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264 Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

Surrender Benson

September 25, 2013

As Benson struggles to free herself from the clutches of a sadistic killer, the SVU squad scrambles to find 

their location before it’s too late.

265 Longmire

Bad Medicine

August 26, 2013

An apparent suicide on the reservation may be connected to Cady's accident.  Detective Fales returns with 

warrants, forcing Walt and Henry to face what happened in Denver.

266 Longmire

Election Day

August 5, 2013

On Election Day, a terrible accident puts things into perspective for Walt and Branch.  Emotions run high as 

the team races to find a hit-and-run driver.

267 Low Winter Sun

Cake On The Way

July 18, 2013

The DPD's investigation intensifies when a low-level murder is linked to McCann. Damon has to pay the cost 

of his ambitions.

268 Low Winter Sun

Catacombs

September 1, 2013

Frank plunges into a dark new world in search of Katia.Geddes deals with family issues. Tension rises in the 

Blind Pig.

269 Low Winter Sun

No Rounds

November 25, 2013

While Frank and Geddes work to cover up the evidence in McCann's murder, Damon's crew prepares for 

the Blind Pig opening.
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270 Low Winter Sun

Pilot

August 11, 2013

Detectives Frank Agnew and Joe Geddes murder a fellow DPD officer. IA investigates the case. Meanwhile, 

Maya and Damon discuss future plans.

271 Low Winter Sun

The Way Things Are

September 15, 2013

Frank navigates through unfamiliar territory in his search for Katia. Damon is forced to ask for help from an 

enemy, while Nick proves his worth.

272 Low Winter Sun

There Was A Girl

August 11, 2013

The DPD catches a break on the McCann case. Damon and Maya's freedom is threatened. Lies from the 

past bring Geddes and Frank to a confrontation.

273 Mad Men

A Day's Work

April 20, 2014

Sally walks into SC&P to discover Don no longer works there.  She has it out with Don when he drives her 

back to school.  Peggy takes her secretary's Valentine’s flowers, believing they're hers.  Dawn becomes 

office manager when Joan moves upstairs to accounts.  Cutler gives Pete’s account to Bob Benson.

274 Mad Men

Field Trip

April 27, 2014

Don confesses to Megan that he was put on leave.  Roger invites Don back to SC&P, but Don arrives to find 

no one expects him.  Don agrees to work under the partners’ stipulations.  Betty feels betrayed when Bobby 

gives away her lunch on a field trip.  Cutler wants a computer.

275 Mad Men

The Monolith

May 4, 2014

The agency gets a computer.  Don is forced to work on Peggy’s new account, then goes on a bender.  

Freddie Rumsen cleans him up.  Roger tries to rescue his daughter from a hippie commune where she has 

run away, abandoning her child.
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276 Mad Men

The Runaways

May 11, 2014

Megan and her friend seduce Don into a threesome. The firm’s computer unhinges Ginsberg, who gifts 

Peggy his nipple.  Don’s pregnant and desperate “niece” needs his help.  Stan uncovers “Scout’s Honor”, 

Lou’s terrible cartoon.  Harry reveals a secret plan to sign a tobacco account and push Don out of SC&P.

277 Mad Men

The Strategy

May 18, 2014

Don undermines Peggy’s confidence by second-guessing her Burger Chef strategy.  They work over the 

weekend and dance to “My Way.”  Bob Benson bails out a gay client and proposes to Joan.  Pete brings his 

girlfriend to town and jealously confronts Trudy.  Roger is courted by McCann in a steam room.

278 Mad Men

Time Zones

April 13, 2014

Freddie Rumsen pitches Accutron.  Roger wakes from an orgy.  Don arrives at LAX and lies to Megan while 

he plays Cyrano for Freddie.  Joan dominates a client. Don gets romantic with a woman on the plane but 

turns her down.  Peggy, frustrated with life, falls to her knees.

279 Mad Men

Waterloo

May 25, 2014

Season finale. Cooper dies during the moon landing, forcing Don to have Peggy do the Burger Chef pitch. 

Roger saves the agency by selling it to McCann.  Don sees Cooper’s ghost sing and dance.

280 Magic City

The Sins Of The Father

August 9, 2013

Ike and Ben’s future hangs in the balance as the casino gambling bill comes to a vote. Ike makes Klein an 

offer.  Sy makes a decision. Victor recognizes the truth, Vera makes a proposal to Mercedes. Stevie 

oversees the opening of Madame Renee’s whorehouse, Danny draws the line.
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281 Major Crimes

Boys Will Be Boys

July 15, 2013

A transgender child is murdered.  The Major Crimes Unit assumes the child was killed by a bully, but it turns 

out to be her older brother who did the deed.

282 Major Crimes

Poster Boy

August 19, 2013

When a male model is rejected from a reality series, he goes on a killing spree targeting everyone who 

stood in his way, while LAPD races to determine where he might strike next...

283 Major Crimes

Return To Sender (Part 2)

January 13, 2014

In the season finale, the Major Crimes unit draws closer to finding a dangerous serial killer while Rusty faces 

his biggest challenge yet when he bravely takes the stand against Phillip Stroh.

284 Major Crimes

Rules Of Engagement

July 22, 2013

Capt. Sharon Raydor faces off against her estranged husband when he represents a gang member in a 

murder case.

285 Major Crimes

Under The Influence

June 24, 2013

Major Crimes Division investigates a gruesome triple homicide when their only suspect, a man covered in 

blood and on the run, refuses to speak. Only after linking the murders to the suspect's cartel-connected 

mother - and pitting the two against each other - does Major Crimes solve the case.

286 Marvels Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

T.R.A.C.K.S.

February 4, 2014

Hot on the trail of the Clairvoyant, Coulson and his team board a mystery train that seems to be headed for 

certain death.
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287 Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

The Only Light In The Darkness

April 22, 2014

With their world turned upside down, Coulson races to save the life of his one true love.

288 Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn

April 8, 2014

Coulson and his team find themselves without anyone they can trust, only to discover that they are trapped 

with a traitor in their midst.

289 Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Yes Men

March 11, 2014

When Coulson and his team are attacked by Lorelei—a deadly seductress who escaped from 

Asgard—Thor’s Lady Sif, her longtime nemesis, steps in to try to save them.

290 Masters Of Sex

Catherine

October 27, 2013

When Masters and Johnson expand the study to include couples, they discover that the science of sex is 

complicated by the mystery of attraction. Master’s anxiety about impending fatherhood manifests as 

sleepwalking. Ethan learns that dating Scully’s daughter could impact his career. Libby has a miscarriage 

and Masters falls apart.

291 Masters Of Sex

Phallic Victories

December 8, 2013

While attending a medical conference, Dr. DePaul tells Virginia about her terminal cancer diagnosis. 

Masters sits through a boring lecture and realizes he’s going to need to capture his audience's attention 

during his own presentation. He wants to do more testing about penis size and include it in the lecture.
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292 Masters Of Sex

Pilot

September 29, 2013

Set in 1956, Dr. William Masters, Washington University’s foremost OB/GYN, runs a successful medical 

practice by day and conducts a secret study of human sexuality by night. Former nightclub singer and single 

mother Virginia Johnson joins the hospital secretarial staff and proves herself to be an asset to Masters’ 

work.

293 Mr Selfridge (Masterpiece)

Episode 5

April 27, 2014

Anti-German feeling is running high and Harry arranges a patriotic concert just at the point where he himself is 

asked to make a special trip for the British Intelligence Services.

294 Nashville

Crazy

April 2, 2014

Maddie's news goes viral and stirs a media frenzy including being a "Hot Topic" on "The View,". Rayna tries 

to manage the fallout by going on "Good Morning America". Scarlett's mother, Beverly, surprises her 

daughter in San Francisco, but things do not go well.

295 Nashville

I Fall To Pieces

September 25, 2013

The accident leaves Rayna in a coma. Deacon takes the blame for the accident and is sent to jail, but a 

fierce lawyer is set to find out the truth. Juliette decides to make the best out of the situation for herself.

296 Nashville

On The Other Hand

May 14, 2014

As Will Lexington’s album climbs the chart with the help of Jeff Fordham’s deep pockets, Rayna enlists 

Teddy’s help to plan a huge, free concert at LP Field to draw attention to her Highway 65 debut. She will 

perform with Luke Wheeler and duet with Juliette before thousands of fans.
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297 The Newsroom

News Night With Will McAvoy

August 11, 2013

We follow a single broadcast of News Night, culminating in the death of Will’s father. Don comforts Sloan 

after she is humiliated by nude photos, Charlie receives classified Genoa evidence, Mac upbraids an 

opportunistic Rutgers student, and Maggie makes a critical mistake in editing the George Zimmerman 911 

call.

298 Once Upon A Time

Going Home

December 15, 2013

The race is on to stop Pan from enacting another curse on the residents of Storybrooke, which could kill 

every living soul in town.

299 The Originals

A Closer Walk With Thee

April 29, 2014

Following Kieran's death, the supernatural factions of the French Quarter agree to a day of peace to honor 

the fallen pillar of the community, but trouble finds them even as they come together to mourn.

300 Orphan Black

Nature Under Constraint And Vexed

April 19, 2014

Sarah is out of options, on the run, and pursued by deadly adversaries.  Desperate to find her daughter Kira, 

Sarah suspects ruthless pro-clone Rachel is behind her daughter’s disappearance and sparks an all out 

war against her.

301 Parenthood

The Pontiac

April 17, 2014

Adam and Crosby reminisce about their childhood and reenact some childish antics.  Amber reunites with 

Ryan and struggles to let go, meanwhile Sarah finally addresses Hank’s request.  Victor conquers his fears 

with Julia and Joel’s support, and Zeek surprises him with a driving lesson.  Drew goes after what he wants.
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302 Person Of Interest

Deus Ex Machina

May 13, 2014

Privacy terrorist group Vigilance triggers a city-wide blackout to capture the heads of U.S. Intelligence and 

put them on trial in a kangaroo court televised worldwide.  Reese and Shaw must team up with a former lethal 

foe to save Finch before he is sentenced for creating the government’s Orwellian Machine.

303 Person Of Interest

The Devil's Share

November 26, 2013

When Reese goes on a vengeful rampage after the death of a beloved friend and ally, Finch, Shaw and 

Fusco attempt to stop him before he crosses a line from which he can never return. Together, the team brings 

the remaining vestiges of the corrupt cop organization HR to justice.

304 Pretty Little Liars

"A" Is For Answers

March 18, 2014

After years of questions and mystery surrounding the night Alison DiLaurentis disappeared, her four best 

friends come face to face with Ali and finally learn what happened to her that September night. With their 

newfound knowledge of Ali’s long-held secrets, can her friends help Alison figure out who “A” is?

305 Pretty Little Liars

Shadow Play

February 11, 2014

In this black-and-white episode, Spencer's drug-powered sleepless nights finally take their toll as her 

exhausted mind turns the search for Alison and answers into a 1940s film noir thriller.

306 Ray Donovan

Black Cadillac

July 21, 2013

Ray, Abby, and the kids visit Bel Air Academy, hoping Bridget will get into the prestigious school. Mickey, 

Bunchy and Daryll drive to Palm Springs to visit Mickey’s ex-girlfriend, Claudette. Terry starts a romance with 

his nurse. Ray finds out that the murder investigation against Mickey has been shut down.
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307 Ray Donovan

Bucky Fuckin’ Dent

September 15, 2013

Bunchy has a violent encounter with the priest who molested him as a child and shoots him. Ray is called to 

the Fite Club to handle it and it is revealed that Ray too was molested. When the priest tells Ray that he 

loved him, Ray reacts by killing him.

308 Ray Donovan

Fite Nite

September 8, 2013

Ray and the family go to Fite Nite at the Donovan Fite Club. Meanwhile, Ray’s plan with Sully is put into 

action when Sully and Tiny kidnap Mickey and his friend Linda. Bunchy encounters the priest who molested 

him, sending him into a tailspin. Mickey helps Sully kill Sean Walker.

309 Ray Donovan

Housewarming

August 4, 2013

Ray tries to shut down Van’s investigation by creating an incriminating video.  Ezra is prepped for surgery, 

but wanders off. Bunchy moves into his new house, but the housewarming party gets out of control.  Ray 

realizes that Mickey put his kids in danger at the party and goes after him.

310 Ray Donovan

The Bag Or The Bat

June 30, 2013

Ray’s life is thrown into turmoil when his father Mickey unexpectedly gets out of prison early, and arrives in LA 

to take revenge on Ray for framing him.  Ray must protect a beautiful singer from a stalker, but the case 

leads to tension between him and his wife, Abby.

311 Reign

The Consummation

March 6, 2014

A forced marriage looming, Mary must consider her heart and nation in deciding whom to wed – Francis or 

Bash. Further complicating matters is Mary’s mother, Marie de Guise, who visits the castle with her own 

agenda, worrying the King and Queen, who have their own plan for France.
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312 Resurrection

Insomnia

April 6, 2014

Bellamy struggles to keep Jacob safe from outside forces. But a tragic incident from his past as a cop 

continues to haunt him. Elaine is pressured to find out where dad Caleb hid the stolen bank money before the 

FBI comes to town and learns the truth about Arcadia.

313 Resurrection

Pilot

March 9, 2014

The people of Arcadia, Missouri are forever changed when their deceased loved ones suddenly start to 

reappear.

314 Revenge

Execution

May 11, 2014

Nothing is off limits as Emily and Victoria are dead set on destroying each other.

315 Revenge

Impetus

May 4, 2014

Dire circumstance leads Emily to take extreme measures against both the Graysons and those closest to 

her.

316 Salem

The Vow

April 20, 2014

After seven years of service in the French and Indian War, John Alden returns home to Salem intent on 

reuniting with his love, Mary. He is stunned to discover that the town has been swept up in witch hunt hysteria, 

and that Mary has married the town’s most powerful resident.

317 Scandal

It's Handled

October 3, 2013

With Olivia’s name out there as the President’s mistress, both the White House and Pope & Associates face 

their biggest scandal to date, and a surprise allegiance is formed in order to get things handled.
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318 Scandal

The Price Of Free And Fair Elections

April 17, 2014

Election Day has arrived and nothing is off limits as the candidates try to capture votes. Meanwhile, Olivia 

tries to understand Maya’s motives and Charlie makes a very surprising move.

319 Sleepy Hollow

Bad Blood

January 20, 2014

The battle between good and evil comes to an explosive head.

320 Sleepy Hollow

Pilot

September 16, 2013

Ichabod Crane wakes up in modern Sleepy Hollow only to realize he has brought evil with him. After 

witnessing the murder of a colleague by the Headless Horseman, Lt. Abbie Mills joins with Ichabod to stop 

the evil that was brought to Sleepy Hollow.

321 Sleepy Hollow

The Sin Eater

November 4, 2013

When Ichabod Crane goes missing, his wife appears to Lt. Abbie Mills in a vision warning her that the 

Headless Horseman will return to Sleepy Hollow. Abbie seeks help from the mysterious Henry Parrish, who 

holds vital clues about how Crane can vanquish his dangerous blood tie to Headless.

322 Sons Of Anarchy

Straw

September 10, 2013

As Jax continues to push the club into more legitimate businesses he can’t escape the sins of SAMCRO’s 

past.

323 Sons Of Anarchy

The Mad King

October 8, 2013

The club is forced to make an uneasy alliance with unforeseen consequences.
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324 Strike Back

Episode 22

August 16, 2013

Scott and Stonebridge have lost Kamali: their only lead to terrorist, Al-Zuhari.  Teaming up with Mossad 

Agent, Rebecca, S20 orchestrate a heist of a Colombian Stock Exchange to locate Kamali’s safe house. 

This puts them in the crosshairs of sadistic drug cartel leader Miguel Gomez, learning there’s more to 

Kamali.

325 Strike Back

Episode 24

September 6, 2013

Sadistic smuggler Leatherby kidnaps Ester in retribution for discovering that her father, Kamali, is a 

double-agent working for S20.  The Boys vow to bring Ester home unharmed but are surrounded by 

Hezbollah fighters. Dalton makes a surprising discovery about S20’s hostage Sofia, which ends in tragedy.

326 Suits

Heartburn

March 27, 2014

While Harvey (Gabriel Macht) and Mike (Patrick J. Adams) have unpleasant work to do for one of their 

biggest clients, Louis (Rick Hoffman) faces a huge challenge and Rachel (Meghan Markle) tries to collect on 

an old debt.

327 The 100

We Are Grounders (Part II)

June 11, 2014

As the conflict between the Hundred and the Grounders explodes into battle, Clarke makes a difficult choice 

in order to save her people. On the Ark, Jaha must make a huge sacrifice in order to send the station to the 

ground.

328 True Blood

At Last

July 7, 2013

Ben saves Jason with his vampire/faerie blood. Eric turns Willa into a vampire and sends her home to her 

father the Governor. Jason and Niall realize Ben is actually Warlow. Jessica loses control and kills three of 

Andy’s faerie daughters, leaving one alive. Sookie tries to poison and kill Warlow.
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329 True Blood

Dead Meat

August 4, 2013

Sookie asks Warlow to help her and Bill save their vampire friends. After fighting with Rikki, Alcide parts 

ways with his pack. Sam realizes Nicole is pregnant with his child. At vamp camp Pam, Jessica and Tara 

are put in the white room where Bill had foreseen their death.

330 True Blood

Don't You Feel Me

July 21, 2013

Warlow saves Sookie from possessed Lafayette and she transports them to Cemefaerie to escape Bill. 

Jason gets a job at vampire camp to rescue Jessica. Glamoured Terry gets shot and killed. Warlow wants 

Sookie to become his vampire bride. Nora is infected with a new virus. Bill beheads the Governor.

331 True Blood

F**k The Pain Away

July 14, 2013

Warlow professes his love to Sookie while she uses her light ball on him. Bill forces Warlow to his lab to get 

his faerie blood. Possessed Lafayette tries to drown Sookie. Terry asks an old friend to kill him. Eric and 

Pam are pitted against each other at Vamp camp.

332 True Blood

In The Evening

July 28, 2013

True Blood tainted with Hep-V is being distributed to vampires. Eric escapes with Nora and begs Bill to help 

heal her. Sookie comforts Arlene after Terry’s murder. Bill asks Sookie for help in saving their vampire 

friends. Eric and Nora remember their past in England before Nora dies.

333 True Blood

Life Matters

August 11, 2013

Eric day-walks into vamp camp to rescue his friends and murder the humans. Bill arrives at camp to vampire 

mayhem. Promising to return to Warlow, Sookie attends Terry’s funeral. To save Jessica and other 

vampires from the sunlight, Bill lets them feed on him, to the point of near death.
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334 True Detective

The Secret Fate Of All Of Life

February 16, 2014

Hart and Cohle kill the Ledoux brothers clearing the Lange case. As the men become heroes, Maggie 

allows Martin to return home, while Cohle enters a romantic relationship.  Gilbough and Papania incite Hart to 

question Cohle’s past arrest-record.

335 Turn

Challenge

May 4, 2014

Against Abe's wishes, Anna searches for enemy intelligence at an exclusive gentleman's party hosted by 

British spymaster John Andre.

336 Turn

Epiphany

May 4, 2014

Set during the twelve days of Christmas, Caleb and Ben follow mysterious orders as General Washington's 

Army crosses into enemy territory.

337 Turn

Eternity How Long

April 27, 2014

Abe and Richard struggle with British orders to dig up local gravestones. Ben and Caleb conspire to get their 

intelligence to General Washington.

338 Turn

Mr. Culpepper

May 11, 2014

En route to New York, Abe is ambushed by a desperate patriot. Washington charges Ben with the task of 

creating America's first spy ring.

339 Turn

Of Cabbage And Kings

April 20, 2014

On the run from the British, Ben is betrayed by his own militia. Abe travels with Richard to New York to spy. 

Mary confronts Anna.
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340 Turn

Turn (Pilot)

April 6, 2014

At the dawn of the Revolutionary War, struggling Long Island farmer Abraham Woodhull is recruited by the 

Colonial Army to spy on the British.

341 Tyler Perry’s The Haves And The Have Nots

No More Hiding

September 3, 2013

After Veronica walks-in on Jim and Candace kissing, she berates Jim and demands that he tell his wife 

about the incident—or she will. Meanwhile, Wyatt relapses, and driving while high leads him into a horrific 

accident. Plus, Jeffery finally tells his parents that he's gay.

342 Vikings

Blood Eagle

April 10, 2014

Ragnar and King Horik clash over how to dispense justice to Jarl Borg. In Wessex, King Aelle arrives and 

Ecbert has an eye on a new alliance.

343 The Walking Dead

After

February 9, 2014

As Rick deals with old wounds, members of the prison have to come to terms with their new environment and 

ask themselves if survival alone is enough.

344 The Walking Dead

Dead Weight

November 24, 2013

A new and scary chapter is unfolding at a camp outside the prison. Will peace be attainable with the addition 

of new members?

345 The Walking Dead

Indifference

November 3, 2013

While on a supplies mission to a local college, members of the group run into multiple hurdles. Things at the 

prison are getting worse.
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346 The Walking Dead

Internment

November 10, 2013

Multiple enemies put pressure on Rick and the group. Could this finally be the breaking point for the survivors 

and the prison?

347 The Walking Dead

Live Bait

November 17, 2013

A familiar face returns as each member of the group struggles to find his or her humanity in a world of 

constant threats.

348 The Walking Dead

Still

February 23, 2014

Faced with the day-to-day survival of life outside shelter, a simple request by someone in the group leads to 

a bizarre but enlightening mission.

349 The Walking Dead

The Grove

March 9, 2014

After finding an idyllic place to establish a new shelter, the group starts to question whether it is possible to 

go back to the way things were.

350 The Walking Dead

Too Far Gone

December 1, 2013

Just when everything started to calm down at the prison, Rick and his group now face imminent danger and 

destruction. This time, they might not win.

351 Warehouse 13

Endless Terror

April 14, 2014

Claudia and Paracelsus face off inside the Warehouse but Paracelsus manages to flee back in time. Our 

Team escapes the effects of the time warp. Pete and Myka chase Paracelsus. In the present, Claudia, Steve 

and Artie discover Paracelsus has changed history, turning the Warehouse into a house of horrors.
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352 Witches Of East End

A Few Good Talisman

October 27, 2013

Joanna enlists help from a friend, Harrison, in her murder trial. Freya digs for information on Dash’s  

ex-finance. Ingrid worries magic will effect her relationship with Adam.  Freya tries to score points with 

Penelope by attempting to reunite Killian and Dash.  Wendy searches for missing ingredients for a spell.

353 Witches Of East End

Electric Avenue

November 3, 2013

Ingrid discovers a way to embrace her relationship with Adam despite warnings from Wendy.  After knowing 

each other for hundreds of years, Joanna and Harrison finally take their friendship to the next level.  Freya 

meets Dash’s ex-fiancee and discovers what caused the rift between Dash and Killian.

354 Witches Of East End

Snake Eyes

November 25, 2013

Wendy and Joanna come to blows over a secret Joanna has been keeping for over a hundred years. The 

shifter threatens Freya. Ingrid suspects Mike's ulterior motives.

355 Witches Of East End

Today I Am A Witch

October 20, 2013

While Joanna is intent on discovering who is out to get her family, Wendy begins to teach Freya and Ingrid 

about their powers and how to master them.  Ingrid struggles with the consequences of the resurrection spell 

while Freya deals with a distracting new co-worker at the bar.

End of Category
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356 A Day Late And A Dollar Short

April 19, 2014

When irascible matriarch Viola Price learns that her next asthma attack will likely kill her, she is determined to 

fix her fractured family before she leaves this world, from her relationship with her husband to the lives of her 

four children and grandchildren.

357 American Horror Story: Coven

Bitchcraft

October 9, 2013

Zoe possesses a genetic affliction tracing back to the dark days of Salem. Zoe is sent to a mysterious 

school in New Orleans devoted to safeguarding the remaining descendants of the bloodline. Fiona Goode, 

the most powerful witch of their generation, gets involved with the Coven’s deadly enemies, the Voodoo.

358 Bomb Girls: Facing The Enemy

May 26, 2014

It’s Spring 1943 and production of top-secret sonar equipment has moved to Victory Munitions, revealing a 

saboteur among the factory workers. Allied Intelligence recruits Bomb Girl Gladys Witham to find the traitor, 

but she must spy on friends, co-workers and fellow agents, calling into question everyone and everything 

she trusts.

359 Bonnie & Clyde

December 8, 2013  -  December 9, 2013

Clyde Barrow, Bonnie Parker and the notorious Barrow Gang sweep through the Central and Southern 

United States, committing small-time robberies, daring bank heists, leaving murdered police and civilians in 

their wake.  Bonnie & Clyde retells the fascinating tale of the legendary couple whose crime spree 

enraptured the American public.

360 Burton And Taylor

October 16, 2013

Hollywood’s most volatile on-again-off-again lovers who famously played out every high and low of their 

love affairs, multiple marriages and divorces in the public eye - made their last stage appearance together 

in the critically reviled 1983 revival of Noel Coward’s stage play, "Private Lives".

361 Christmas In Conway (Hallmark Hall Of Fame)

December 1, 2013

A story of a man so in love with his wife that he will do anything to make her happy -- even building a 

Ferris-wheel in their back yard.  But the next-door neighbor isn’t thrilled.  She’s determined to win Conway’s 

best-decorated-yard contest, and she has the law on her side.
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362 Clear History

August 10, 2013

Nathan Flomm, after a petty argument with his boss, gives up his stake in a start-up company, which goes on 

to make billions, publicly humiliating him and destroying his life. A decade later, living under a new name, all 

is well, until something from his past threatens his new life.

363 CrazySexyCool: The TLC Story

October 21, 2013

CRAZYSEXYCOOL: THE TLC STORY follows TLC’s humble beginnings in Atlanta, which quickly led to a 

rise to fame in the 1990’s as one of the world’s highest-selling female groups of all time.

364 Dancing On The Edge

October 19, 2013  -  November 23, 2013

Set in the 1930s, the Louis Lester Band rises to stardom as a result of performing for London’s aristocrats. 

The city’s more progressive socialites befriend the ensemble and introduce them to posh life. The blissful 

eminence surrounding the band changes when the band members are entangled in a murder conspiracy.

365 Fargo

The Crocodile's Dilemma

April 15, 2014

A rootless, manipulative man (Billy Bob Thornton) meets a small town insurance salesman (Martin Freeman) 

and sets him on a path of destruction.

366 Fleming: The Man Who Would Be Bond

January 29, 2014  -  February 19, 2014

FLEMING: THE MAN WHO WOULD BE BOND tells the story of the man whose own life and escapades 

were the inspiration for one of the most iconic figures in modern literature – James Bond.

367 Flowers In The Attic

January 18, 2014

The Dollanganger kids are convinced by their mother to hide in the attic where they endure unimaginable 

treatment by their ruthless grandmother Olivia Foxworth.  Cathy and Christopher come of age, both 

emotionally and physically, their family’s sordid past entraps them further as they look to each other for 

comfort.
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368 The Gabby Douglas Story

February 1, 2014

A prodigy, Gabby Douglas made her mark in competitive gymnastics.  As her star rose, Gabby and her 

family faced challenges forcing her to leave her family to pursue her dream of Olympic glory.  Gabby’s 

perseverance was rewarded with Team Competition and Individual All-Around gold medals while 

representing the US.

369 In My Dreams (Hallmark Hall of Fame)

April 20, 2014

Unknown to each other, Natalie and Nick throw their coins in a fountain wishing to find true love.  They dream 

about each other, but here’s the catch:  they may be perfect for each other, but according to fountain 

mythology, they only have one-week to turn those sweet dreams into reality.

370 Killing Kennedy

November 10, 2013

KILLING KENNEDY chronicles the buildup to one of America’s most shocking events: the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy by Lee Harvey Oswald. Starring Rob Lowe (President Kennedy), Will Rothhaar 

(Lee Harvey Oswald), with Michelle Trachtenberg (Marina Oswald), and Ginnifer Goodwin (Jacqueline 

Kennedy).

371 Klondike

Hour 1

January 20, 2014

Based on actual events, KLONDIKE tells the story of the last great Gold Rush in history. In 1897 two friends 

make the perilous journey through the North American wilderness to the Klondike boom town Dawson City, 

"The Paris of the North” where murder, revenge, riches and redemption await.

372 Klondike

Hour 2

January 20, 2014

After Epstein's murder, Bill searches in vain for justice for his friend.  He makes plans to sell his claim and 

leave the Klondike.

373 Lizzie Borden Took An Ax

January 25, 2014

It’s 1892 when Lizzie Borden returns home and encounters the bloody scene of her parents violently 

murdered.  The evidence keeps pointing back to Lizzie, the seemingly wholesome Sunday school teacher.  

Lizzie is tried for the murders, in the courtroom and in the press, sparking a widespread debate about her 

culpability.
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374 Luther

September 3, 2013  -  September 6, 2013

John Luther is under pressure with two conflicting crimes to investigate and a ruthless ex-cop determined to 

bring him down.  Love also crosses the detective’s path in this new chapter. Luther is offered a chance at 

happiness, but he must also face some of the darkest crimes of his career.

375 Muhammad Ali's Greatest Fight

October 5, 2013

Muhammad Ali’s biggest challenge takes place far from the boxing ring - in the U.S. Supreme Court, where 

nine justices debated the legitimacy of his 1971 conscientious objector appeal. This film goes behind 

closed doors as Justice John Harlan (Christopher Plummer) finds himself at odds with the status quo.

376 The Normal Heart

May 25, 2014

THE NORMAL HEART tells the story of the HIV/AIDS crisis in the early 1980's, taking an unflinching look at 

the nation's sexual politics as gay activists and allies in the medical community fight to expose the truth about 

the burgeoning epidemic.

377 Psych The Musical

December 15, 2013

Shawn and Gus dive into a world that's equal parts mystery and melody to track down an escaped 

playwright mad man, Z, who six years earlier was deemed criminally insane after locking a critic in a back 

room of the theatre that he burnt to the ground.

378 The Red Road

Arise My Love, Shake Off This Dream

February 27, 2014

Police Officer Harold Jensen is investigating a missing person case in the Lenape Mountains – home to a 

federally unrecognized tribe of Native Americans - and locals are remaining silent. As Harold tries to 

balance his increasingly stressful professional duties, his home life begins to slip into disarray.

379 The Red Road

The Bad Weapons

March 20, 2014

Junior’s increasingly delinquent behavior destroys his relationship with Rachel and rips apart Marie as she 

faces a life-threatening crisis while also trying to deal with Kopus’s return.  When Mike shares with Kopus 

some surprising news, the two lurch into a crisis of trust that leads to irrevocable consequences.
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380 The Red Road

The Woman Who Fell From the Sky

March 13, 2014

Rachel makes an intriguing discovery about her mother's late brother. Junior falls further under Kopus’ spell 

and joins in on criminal missions, even bringing Rachel along.  Harold discovers that the missing student 

may be linked to the same men who have him stuck between a rock and a hard place.

381 Return To Zero

May 17, 2014

Based on a true story: Maggie and Aaron struggle with a miscarriage, just weeks before their first child is 

due.  Infidelity and separation result in the wake of their loss. When Maggie learns she’s pregnant again, they 

reunite and face another turbulent and terrifying pregnancy that ultimately tests their relationship.

382 Rosemary's Baby

Parts 1 & 2

May 11, 2014  -  May 15, 2014

ROSEMARY'S BABY centers on a young married couple who move into a Paris apartment that has a 

haunted past. After getting pregnant, the wife becomes increasingly suspicious that both her husband and 

their neighbors will have ulterior motives when her child is born.

383 Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece)

February 2, 2014

To Sherlock Holmes, Charles Augustus Magnussen is the Napoleon of blackmail - and the one man he truly 

hates. Now Sherlock and John Watson find themselves facing off with this slippery, loathsome man—and with 

one of his victims.

384 The Spoils Of Babylon

January 9, 2014  -  February 6, 2014

THE SPOILS OF BABYLON, the adaption of the book by legendary fictional author Eric Jonrosh, is a 

comedic saga that chronicles the provocative and captivating exploits of the Morehouse family, led by 

Jonas Morehouse (Tim Robbins), his daughter Cynthia (Kristen Wiig) and his adopted son Devon (Tobey 

Maguire).

385 Treme

...To Miss New Orleans

December 29, 2013

Series finale. Colson is offered a transfer; guardians send Lambreaux home; Batiste takes his sons to a Dr. 

John gig; Hidalgo returns to Texas; McAlary revisits his pothole, now decorated.
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386 The Trials Of Cate McCall

April 5, 2014

Cate McCall, a former hotshot lawyer now on probation and in recovery must take on the appeal of Lacey, a 

woman wrongfully convicted of murder. She enlists the help of her fellow attorney and AA sponsor to help 

expose the police cover ups in hopes of proving Lacey is innocent.

387 The White Queen

Love And Death

July 21, 2013

One marries for love, the other for political gain as Anne and Margaret tie the knot, while Queen Elizabeth 

experiences a double dose of heartbreak.

388 The White Queen

The Bad Queen

July 7, 2013

Old enemies make new alliances as Lord Warwick’s quest for power reaches desperate levels.

389 The White Queen

The Princes In The Tower

August 11, 2013

A dangerous chess match begins as Margaret and Queen Elizabeth plot to overpower the other and 

determine the fate of Prince Edward and Richard.

390 The White Queen

War At First Hand

July 14, 2013

Warring women become even more bitter enemies when Queen Elizabeth, Anne Neville and Margaret 

Beaufort each experience the brutality of the battlefield up close.
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391 Chelsea Lately

392 The Colbert Report

393 Comedy Bang! Bang!

394 Conan

395 The Daily Show With Jon Stewart

396 Inside Amy Schumer

397 Jimmy Kimmel Live

398 Key & Peele

399 Kroll Show

400 Last Call with Carson Daly

401 The Late Late Show With Craig Ferguson

402 Late Night With Seth Meyers

403 Late Show With David Letterman

404 @midnight

405 The Pete Holmes Show

406 Portlandia

407 Real Time With Bill Maher

408 Saturday Night Live

409 The Soup
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410 The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

411 The Tonight Show With Jay Leno

412 Tosh.0
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413 Aziz Ansari: Buried Alive

November 1, 2013

Standup comedian Aziz Ansari ("Parks and Recreation") headlines his third standup special, where he 

shares his unique perspective on fears of adulthood, babies, marriage, and more. Ansari's look at life on the 

cusp of 30 years old.

414 The Beatles: The Night That Changed America

February 9, 2014

A tribute to the Beatles, airing at the exact time as their first appearance on "The Ed Sullivan Show" 50 years 

earlier featuring performances by Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, Annie Lennox, Maroon 5, Katy Perry, Stevie 

Wonder, John Legend, Keith Urban, Alicia Keys, David Grohl, and Brad Paisley among others.

415 Billy Crystal:  700 Sundays

April 19, 2014

Billy Crystal’s one-man show is an autobiographical journey in which he plays numerous characters who 

have influenced him throughout his life—from his childhood, growing up in the jazz world of Manhattan, to his 

teenage years and, finally, adulthood.

416 The Breakthrough Prize

January 27, 2014

Hosted by Kevin Spacey, THE BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE brought together giants of Silicon Valley with 

Hollywood's biggest names, in an effort to raise the profile of scientists who are making life changing 

progress in research. Nine scientists were honored, each of whom received $3,000,000, with no strings 

attached.

417 Christmas In Rockefeller Center

December 4, 2013

The 81st annual tree lighting featured musical guests including Mary J. Blige, Toni Braxton, Mariah Carey, 

Kelly Clarkson, Kenny ‘Babyface’ Edmonds, Goo Goo Dolls, Ariana Grande and Jewel performing current 

hits and holiday classics from Rockefeller Center in New York City.

418 The 47th Annual CMA Awards

November 6, 2013

The Country Music Association presents it's annual Awards during this star-studded ceremony.
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419 CNN Heroes: An All-Star Tribute

December 1, 2013

Flipping the script on traditional award shows, this seventh annual special honored 2013’s Top 10 CNN 

Heroes. Host Anderson Cooper and presenters/performers, including Kelly Ripa & Michael Strahan, Sarah 

Silverman, Mariska Hargitay, and Sara Bareilles, shined a light on everyday people who’ve dedicated their 

lives to making a difference.

420 The Comedy Central Roast Of James Franco

September 2, 2013

Actor, artist, director, and producer James Franco is roasted by an all-star dais featuring Jonah Hill, Aziz 

Ansari, Sarah Silverman, Jeff Ross, Bill Hader, Andy Samberg, Nick Kroll, Natasha Leggero, and Roast 

Master Seth Rogen.

421 Elon Gold: Chosen And Taken

April 15, 2014

Sharp-tongued comedian Elon Gold explores the ridiculous things people manage to get away with.

422 Garth Brooks, Live From Las Vegas

November 29, 2013

The special features Brooks talking about the effect of legendary musicians on his musical career, like 

Merle Haggard, Simon & Garfunkel, Billy Joel and many more. Throughout the show, Garth performs some 

of their classic songs to show how they influenced his greatest hits.

423 The 71st Annual Golden Globe Awards

January 12, 2014

The 71ST ANNUAL GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS, held live from the Beverly Hilton Hotel, was hosted by Tina 

Fey & Amy Poehler and honored the year’s best in television and motion pictures.

424 Here Comes The Night Time

September 29, 2013

This special features the music of and performances by Arcade Fire. Includes celebrity cameos and 

comedy sketches from James Franco, Ben Stiller, Bono, Rainn Wilson, Michael Cera, Bill Hader, Zach 

Galifianakis, Aziz Ansari and Eric Wareheim.

425 iHeart Radio Music Awards

May 1, 2014

THE  iHEART RADIO MUSIC AWARDS featured live performances, storytelling and artists playing the 

stages of some of Los Angeles’ most iconic venues.  The event highlighted the music world’s top stars, 

taking over Los Angeles and telling viewers their “L.A. story”.
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426 Jim Breuer: And Laughter For All

June 7, 2013

Jim Breuer grapples with the absurdities and annoyances of finding himself a middle aged father of three in 

suburban New Jersey in his first ever stand up comedy special.

427 John Leguizamo's Ghetto Klown

March 22, 2014

JOHN LEGUIZAMO'S GHETTO KLOWN leads audiences on a roller-coaster ride through the highs and 

lows of Leguizamo’s life and career, including vivid accounts of the colorful characters who have populated 

his life. Leguizamo adapted his one-man stage show for this special.

428 The Kennedy Center Honors

December 29, 2013

Honoring Herbie Hancock, Billy Joel, Shirley MacLaine, Martina Arroyo, and Carlos Santana, the Kennedy 

Center Honors’ presents tributes from, among others,  Kathy Bates, Harry Belafonte, Justice Sonia 

Sotomayor, and Tony Bennett as well as written short bio films with narration.

429 Macy's 4th of July Fireworks Spectacular

July 4, 2013

A celebration of the nation's 237th birthday featuring performances by Mariah Carey, Tim McGraw, Taylor 

Swift, Cher, Pitbull, Selena Gomez, and more. Hosted by Nick Cannon, the two-hour show features a patriotic 

pyrotechnic display curated and scored by Usher.

430 The Maya Rudolph Show

May 19, 2014

THE MAYA RUDOLPH SHOW revisits the classic variety show format. Hosted by Maya Rudolph, the 

special features guest stars Fred Armisen, Kristen Bell, Sean Hayes, Chris Parnell, Craig Robinson and 

Andy Samberg.  Janelle Monae performs and R&B singer-producer Raphael Saadiq serves as 

bandleader.

431 New Year's Eve With Carson Daly

December 31, 2013

Carson Daly and co-host Jane Lynch ring in 2014 with a year-end celebration from Times Square in New 

York City.  Featuring musical performances by Mariah Carey and Blake Shelton.
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432 The Oscars

March 2, 2014

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Ellen DeGeneres, 

televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Albania to Western Samoa, featuring 24 awards from 

sound editing to best picture and performances by Idina Menzel, Bette Midler, Karen O., Pink, U2, and 

Pharrell Williams.

433 Russell Peters: Notorious

October 14, 2013

Filmed live at the Allphones Arena in Sydney, NOTORIOUS features  Peters as he brings his observational 

comedy to audiences for his world tour of the same name. He uses humor and blends in stories about his 

Anglo-Indian family to touch on racial, ethnic, class and cultural stereotypes.

434 Sarah Silverman: We Are Miracles

November 23, 2013

Sarah Silverman's one-hour special performed in front of an intimate audience of 39 fans.

435 Sochi 2014 Olympic Winter Games Opening Ceremony

February 7, 2014

THE OLYMPIC OPENING CEREMONY showcased Russian history and culture and kicked off the 2014 

Winter Games.

436 67th Annual Tony Awards

June 9, 2013

Live from Radio City Music Hall, Neil Patrick Harris opened the 67th Tonys with original song “Bigger,” 

performed a comedy song with Broadway stars of cancelled sitcoms, closed with a special material show 

re-cap duet with Audra McDonald. Also: dramatic presentations, 13 live Broadway performances, 15 award 

presentations, comedy bits.

437 Wanda Sykes Presents Herlarious

January 11, 2014

Comedian Wanda Sykes presents this comedy special that features a mix of stand-up and sketch comedy.

End of Category
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